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Key Data for SaCD
AuthoRS

58,539
members
(+2.5%)

21,599
authors alive received a distribution in 2015
(+4%)

ColleCtIon
€

222

M

collected in 2015
(+2.4%)

Performing arts: €70M (+4%). this rise is due to an increase in collected sums in paris (+8% in particular thanks to very successful
venues and substantial remittances from the opéra de paris) and
a rise by 3.6% in the provinces, which conﬁrms over the course of a
full year the effectiveness of insourcing and centralising at headquarters the collections of royalties from the provinces.

audiovisual sector: €152M (+2%), which represents a particularly
sharp growth in France (+€3.4M) thanks to the increase in private
copy, and to collections from distribution networks and new media
(VoD, Web) making up for reduced collections abroad.

DIStRIButIon to AuthoRS
€

224

M

distributed in 2015
(+8%)

the record level of distribution in 2015 (higher than the collected amount) is due to the increase in the collected amounts, but also to the
major efforts made this year by SACD to speed up processing and to reduce the amount of outstanding rights (doubling over 3 years –
between 2012 and 2015 – the number of works acknowledged and remunerated).

out of €100 collected:

To be distributed €89.71
to right holders

€10.29 Admin. costs

distribution of revenue by incoMe bracket:
€0 - €10,000 88.1%

8.7 % €10,000 - €50,000
2.1 % €5,000 - €100,000
1.1 % More than €100,000

out oF €100 ColleCteD:

CultuRAl outReACh

Supplementary allowance to retired members: €3.4 M
Direct Mutual Aid actions: €0.34 M
(67 grants awarded –of which 26 to related organisations)
Mutual Aid from the paul Milliet Foundation: €0.07 M
(18 grants awarded)
Social support: 232 people helped

overall Budget: €4.89 M
Statutory allocations (private copying, French
Intellectual property Code): €3.92 M
Voluntary allocations: €0.97 M
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a WorD from the Chair
anD the Ceo
let us start with some good news: overall
collections by SACD have hit a record
level. In contrast with last year, this very
good performance comes from both performing arts and the audiovisual sector.
the sharp growth of revenues and rigorous control of administrative costs have
enabled, this year again, an important
refund of statutory deductions to authors.
As for modernisation, a far-reaching plan
of digital conversion based on a crossindustry integration was initiated. It consists in enhancing the synergies, the ﬂow
of ideas and the responsiveness of SACD.
Many projects will be carried out by the
end of 2016 and the very beginning of 2017.
the objective is not only to promote
access to the services of SACD, to
improve their effectiveness, but also to
enable our teams to increase direct and
close links with authors while providing
them with the advantages of a cheaper ,
dematerialised and simpliﬁed administration. the strength of SACD, envied by
many of our european colleagues, is the
very strong commitment of authors. Maintaining the link, responding to their expectations is essential.
And the link with authors is also the protection of authors. In 2015, SACD
deployed its institutional activities with a
focus on six objectives both at national
and european levels: defending fair remuneration for authors and protecting their
rights; guaranteeing a high level of creation
funding; supporting the distribution of
works; enhancing cultural democracy and
gender equality; promoting cultural diver-

sity; safeguarding and strengthening the the efforts requested from all actors in our
country’s economy to restart growth. But
social rights of authors.
we continue to explain to the policy-makthis has led to major advances for authors ers the risks of short-sighted policies.
in the French Creation Bill with the inclu- Reducing the cultural attraction of the
sion of gender equality in the performing regions by lowering investment in perarts objectives of performing arts policy, forming arts, will, in the medium term dry
the support to French-speaking contem- up a large part of the positive economic
porary creation as well as the improve- beneﬁt in these sectors. SACD has also
ment in the authors’ accounts trans- developed its presence in the regions
parency. . this enabled the conclusion of through cultural action (participation in
several agreements in the area of the col- ﬁnancing the Ciné Fabrique, creation of a
lective management of audiovisual rights. new system of support for school events,
these agreements safeguard the ongoing talent development, and assistance for
rights of the authors within a long-term several festivals).
statutory framework.
We will continue to struggle for the place
Action has been taken with French and of women in the cultural sector. Slowly, too
european politicians to promote fair pay- slowly for our taste, habits are starting to
ment for authors, to ﬁght against counter- take root, to seek greater equality and
feiting, to guarantee a challenging level of complementarity in all our areas of activity.
creation funding. SACD has been fully the road is still long, but it is all about perengaged and will continue throughout severance.
2016 to make the authors’ point of view We will continue to engage positively with
heard, especially to put an end to the social initiatives for authors who
unfair competition of offshore Internet encounter such problems.
operators who distribute works without And we also defend the French language
paying for its creation, and even, in certain and the French-speaking community: it is
cases, because of out-of-date legislation a constant struggle, including with some
of our interlocutors in public service or in
which encourages illicit use.
Ministries who have fallen under the sway
In performing arts, the success of our new of a ﬂawed rhetoric, culturally and ecostructure and the rise of our collections nomically.
do not make us forget the serious crisis the struggles continue and creation will
that face several independent companies live on.
confronted with lower subvention from
local and regional authorities. throughout
the year we have been meeting political
leaders, Mps, to make them aware of our
worry about this situation. We understand

SoPhie DeSChamPS and PaSCal rogarD
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SACD, authors in the service of creativity
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By authorS, for CreatorS

made up of authors elected by all authors who are members of SaCD, the Board of Directors is renewed in part every year. it meets once a
month in plenary session (and once in special committees). it decides – in agreement with the Chair and Director general, both co-Ceos – the
society’s policies.

BoARD 2015-2016
Chair of the Board:
Sophie Deschamps
Vice-Chairs:
louise Doutreligne, ﬁrst vice-chair, theatre
Denise Chalem, theatre
Sylvie Coquart-Morel, television
louis Dunoyer de Segonzac, music
Michel Favart, television
Bertrand tavernier, cinema
Administrateurs délégués :
Stéphanie Aubin, dance
Frédéric Fort, street performance
Sophie loubière, radio
pascal Mirleau, animation
Stéphane piera, interactive arts
Jean-philippe Robin, animation
Alain Sachs, stage direction
Jérôme thomas, circus

Administrateurs :
Jean Becker, cinema
luc Dionne, Chair, Canadian committee
Marc-olivier Dupin, music
Jacques Fansten, television
Jean-paul Farré, theatre
Victor haïm, theatre
philippe hersant, music
Gérard Krawczyk, cinema
pascal lainé, television
Christine laurent, cinema
laurent levy, television
Jean-louis lorenzi, television
Christine Miller, television
Inès Rabadan, Chair, Belgian committee
François Rollin, theatre
Marie-pierre thomas, television

Social Action:
Michel Favart
pascal lainé
Christine Miller
prizes:
Jean-paul Farré
Christine laurent
humour:
Sophie loubière
François Rollin
and, as a qualiﬁed specialist:

Charles nemes
Director of legal Affairs:
Georges Werler

Ceo: pascal Rogard
Secretary-General: patrick Raude
Directors: Jean-louis Blaisot, pierre-emmanuel Bourgouin, linda Corneille, Muriel Couton,
Christophe Dubois, Rodolphe Morin-Diolé, Marie-noëlle Guiraud, yves le Coënt, Géraldine
loulergue, Véronique perlès, Guillaume prieur, hubert tilliet, Catherine Vincent, Frédéric young.

© DR

the MAnAGeMent CoMMIttee (JAnuARy 2016)

Patrick raude
since January, 2016
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BuDGet

BelGIAn CoMMIttee

ContRol

Chair:
Inès Rabadan, television, cinema
Vice-Chairs:
Stéphane Arcas, drama, opera
Isabelle Wery, drama, opera
Members:
Vanja d’Alcantara, audiovisual
Florent Barat, radio
Isabelle Bats, drama, opera
André Buytaers, audiovisual
Miguel Decleire, drama, opera
Martine Doyen, television, cinema
Jean-luc Goossens, audiovisual
Véronique Jadin, audiovisual
Gabriella Koutchoumova, choreography
Valérie lemaître, multimedia
emilie Maquest, drama, opera
Myriam Saduis, stage direction
philippe Sireuil, drama, opera

CoMMIttee
the Budget Control Committee meets
once a month to supervise along with the
departments of SACD, the implementation of the Society’s annual budget, which
had been approved after consulting the
committee. every year the committee
presents a report to the general assembly.
Chair:
Michèle Dhallu, audiovisual
Vice-Chair:
Christophe Botti, performing arts
Rapporteur:
pascal Kané, audiovisual
Deputy-rapporteur:
Charli Beléteau, audiovisual
Members:
nelly Kaplan, audiovisual
Corinne Klomp, performing arts
Charlotte paillieux, audiovisual
Sandrine Ray, audiovisual
Marc Rivière, audiovisual

CoMMunICAtIon
RIGhtS CoMMIttee
this special committee can be referred to
by any associate facing a refusal of access
to documents speciﬁed in article 35 § 3
and 4 of the statutes. Its reasoned opinions are notiﬁed to the initiating associate.
It presents a report on its activities at
every assembly and meets quarterly.
Chair:
André Grall, audiovisual
Vice-Chairs:
Annick Rannou laforet, audiovisual
Members:
Raphaëlle Farman, performing arts
lou Jeunet, audiovisual
Dominique lefebvre, performing arts
eduardo Manet, performing arts

CoMIté CAnADIen
Chair:
luc Dionne, television
Vice-Chairs:
Benoît pilon, cinema
Members:
Diane Cailhier, television
Bruno Carrière, television
François Gingras, television
Marie-France landry, television
patrick lowe, television
Denys Arcand, cinema
louis Bélanger, cinema
André Mélançon, cinema
Marie Chouinard, performing arts
pierre-Michel tremblay, performing arts
the Belgian and Canadian Committees,
whose members are elected by the general assemblies of members resident respectively in Belgium and in Canada and
are partly renewed every year, participate
in setting the general policies of the Society and dispose of the necessary powers
to implement them in their areas. each
Chair attends the Society’s Board.
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in Short

SACD is the oldest society of authors and its vitality shows no sign of reducing. For more than 200 years, it has kept itself
constantly up to date, adapting all the time to its environment and the authors’ one. Its 250 staff members, all ﬁrmly committed to the democratic and cultural values of authors, are recognised for their listening qualities and their professionalism.
In 2015, several areas of future interest have been developed and/or initiated.

in france
Heading to digital transforMation
Simplifying access to information and functionality of service;
explaining the principles and the operations; increasing, again and
again, transparency; giving mobile access to all services at whatever
hour of day or night. Digital technology is a huge opportunity to rethink our structures, our processes, our ways of working together
for the greater beneﬁt of authors and partners in the creative world.

a digital strategy and communication department and has set up a
new organisation integrating the digital question into all departments
to respond better to the expectations of authors. this transformation takes place on the basis of several surveys of authors and their
partners, producers, broadcasters, companies. the year 2016 will
see the enrichment of online services: subscription and registration
online, improved service for amateurs, rollout of rights monitoring
the digital transformation of SACD will be visible from the beginning tools like the mobile application SACD&moi, etc. and that is just the
of 2017 with an entirely new site and improved, modernised, opti- beginning.
mised services. to lead this important project, SACD has established

a deMocratic struggle
Authors are both present and involved in SACD. here they are supported and assisted by professional and dynamic
teams. together they share values of equality, sharing, respect, exchange, freedom, recognition of the social role of
culture and creation.

a struggle for creation
the objective is simple: ﬁght the authors’ collective battles and assist them in their professional lives. Very far
from the simple society for collections and distribution,
SACD is the foremost society of authors. Since 1777, the
date of the ﬁrst association of authors at the home of
Beaumarchais, SACD has led the struggle for recognition

of the authors’ crafts, be they theatre authors, opera
authors, ﬁlm directors, ﬁlm-makers, screen writers, choreographers, stage directors, humorists, circus artists,
street performers or radio or web content creators (especially youtubers), etc. these are the professions that are
endangered today.

coMMitMent
It is in accordance with these values that SACD initiated By respecting everyone, SACD ﬁghts to defend the
and continues to carry forward as it has done for ﬁve French language and to obtain that authors can continue
years now, the struggle for gender equality. By respecting to share the success of their works.
everyone, SACD ﬁghts for cultural diversity.
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in belgiuM
chaired by luc Jabon (until June 2015) and
since then by inès rabadan, the belgian
committee and the whole brussels team –
at the instigation of the general delegate
for belgium, frédéric young – have adopted
the objective of acting energetically on
behalf of and for the authors: strengthening support for writing and project development, transforming the image of artists
and authors in the eyes of the government
so that they are seen as creators of jobs
and works, acting to promote their economic self-sufﬁciency and for greater gender equality. the year has also been
marked by a very active involvement in two
draft laws concerning the establishment of
a “tax shelter” in the performing arts sector
and the reform of the system of public support to the theatre sector, striving to contribute efﬁciently to the establishment of
a professional consensus in these areas.
the belgian delegation and committee

have also been closely following european
debates on authors’ rights and the remuneration of creators, in the special context
of two decisions of the european court of
Justice on cases originated in belgium and
concerning, on the one hand, reprographic
rights, and on the other hand, the responsibility of television-broadcasters in
respect of rights, in the context of programmes added to “packages”.
as for administration, 2015 was an “inbetween” year for audiovisual collections,
because of the ﬁts and starts of the cycles
of use and then collection both from radio
broadcasters and packages of digital channels, and the still modest portion represented by the remunerations generated by
vod and svod operators, despite their
strong development. for performing arts,
however, collections reached – as in france
– a record level.

beyond its standard cultural operations to
promote authors through grants, partnerships and its presence at festivals in belgium and abroad, the belgian committee
also improved the scales of distribution for
copying, formed a literary circle to offer
opportunities to authors and translators,
and developed many training courses and
repertoires promotion events. finally, the
european House of authors project,
devised the previous year as part of the renovation of the building in which the belgian
general delegation is housed (shared with
s.c.a.M.) and the adjacent building acquired
in 2013, is in active design stage: the request
for planning permission submitted during
2015 was granted in the ﬁrst quarter of
2016, a ﬁrm has been awarded the contract
to carry out the works. the works have
started, with a completion expected by the
end of 2018.

in canada
chaired by luc dionne in conjunction with
elisabeth schlittler, general delegate for
canada, the canadian committee has
been involved in 2015 in negotiations
about expired licences and new agreements with television and radio broadcasters. another year with a lot of time
and energy devoted to the defence of the
beneﬁts of authors and to convince users
that any new distribution form of works
cannot be free. in canada where three
systems of remuneration of authors coexist, efforts to provide information are
always very important and it has been carried out especially for authors starting out
in the audiovisual sector, agents, lawyers,
and creatives’ unions.

within the context of the evolution of
access modes to works by the audience
and its impacts on their broadcasting, the
canadian delegation has also embarked
on the development of a new distribution
system. this project, which has become a
priority to ensure a fair remuneration to
authors, within the framework of contracts
to be negotiated with radio broadcasters
and vod services, will continue in 2016.
as for cultural activity, pursuing its policy
of assisting authors, the canadian committee renewed sacd grants and several
projects supported since the introduction
of the programme have now been produced. similarly, multidisciplinary workshop “one Project, three feedbacks”, and

the intergenerational project “Pour la suite
du monde” have been pursued with the
same success as previously. finally, we
have added to the ongoing partnerships
with the grand nord studio and the young
Public theatre competition, new collaborations with international events which
host authors of the francophone community: festival du Jamais lu and le festival
actoral.
despite reduced production budgets, the
suppression of assistance programmes for
authors and the difﬁculties which creatives
confront more and more, creation has continued in Quebec, generating new membership from authors and the registration of original works of ﬁction acclaimed by the public.
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Zoom on ServiCeS...

SACD is a real society of service to authors. It defends them and supports them
on a daily basis in their professional lives via a multitude of dedicated services
among which are:

AuthoRS
– uSeRS huB
A particular or general question about a payment, a training, the rights, a work protection,
the retirement, etc. the Authors – users hub
knows the answer or the contact who will
know it.
It is the point of contact for all authors with
SACD. Authors, all authors, ﬁnd here a customised answer to the question they have
been wondering about. the Authors – users
hub also runs the programme SACD Advantages for the authors members (discount on
press subscriptions, events tickets, discount
events tickets, travel, ﬁtness programmes,
etc.).

pRo SeRVICeS
single management of licensing for
works in live performance, contract templates for audiovisual
works, negotiation service for
audiovisual contracts, legal assistance, tax assistance, simulation
service for audiovisual royalties,
mediation service, mediation service, work protection service (edpo), accounting management,
etc. not forgetting social assistance which may help temporarily
authors and their families in difﬁculty.
All SACD services are accessible
at the website www.SACD.fr.
SACD is also on Facebook
(facebook.com/SACD.fr), twitter
(@SACDparis), and Instagram and
has an iphone and android application.

the lIBRARy
An amateur or professional theatre company looking for a text for its next show? take it up
with the library of SACD which has more than 40,000 contemporary plays in stock.
the library is an information, reference, reception and work place, open to all creatives, be
they amateurs or professionals. It is also a resource centre for researchers, journalists, university lecturers, etc. It retains documents tracing more than 250 years of show history
and operates the archives and documentation of SACD illuminating the history of the Society, the directory of authors, theatre programming and the struggles conducted by authors
over the years. It also retains archive collections of authors of theatre, radio, music, dance,
cinema and television which are available to the public.
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lA MAISon
DeS AuteuRS
la Maison des Auteurs is a unique
space devoted to authors and
their creations.
here they can book ofﬁces or
meeting rooms, use a cyberspace
or organise convivial meetings in
the Café des auteurs. the 72 seat
auditorium enables organisation
of slideshows, lectures and
debates. In total, more than 300
events are organised here every
year by authors and their partners.
At the start of 2016, la Maison des
Auteurs of SACD agreed a partnership with IVt (International
Visual theatre) directed by
emmanuelle laborit, to enable
author members to enjoy new
advantages: the main hall of the
IVt is available by the half-day for
rehearsals, as is ofﬁce space when
none is available at la Maison des
Auteurs.
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memBerShiP anD PromotionS in 2015
neW AuthoR MeMBeRS
in 2015, SACD welcomed 1,533 new authors as ordinary members

1,533

58,539

new members

members
(+2.5%)

proportions women/men:
almost two-thirds of the new members are men.

612

921

women

men

proportions by age:
the 30-50 age-group accounted for 65% of new members last year.

proportions by nationality:
the vast majority of the new members are French, the remainder divided
between Belgian and Canadian authors and those of other nationalities.

french 82%

7,3% Belgian
2,5% Canadian
8,2% Other nationalities

(French-speaking or not)

theIR RepeRtoRIeS
Authors join SACD on the occasion of the ﬁrst performance or broadcast of a work. 61.1%
joined for performing arts, 36% for audiovisual works, and 2.9% in respect of schools and
sponsorship.

36% Audiovisual
Performing arts 61.1%

2.9% Schools and sponsorship

neW Full MeMBeRS AnD ASSoCIAte Full MeMBeRS
518 members were promoted to the category of associate full member in 2015, for a total of
4,098 in SACD today (+4.09% in comparison with 2014).
335 associate full members were promoted to the category of full member in 2015. on January 1st, 2016, the number of full members was 6,157 (+5.03% in comparison with 2014).
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aCCounting anD finanCial management

GeneRAl InFoRMAtIon
the accounts of SACD for the year 2015 (cf. Appendices), indicate a return to normality as regards liabilities and assets,
after a year of transition in 2014, marked by bringing in-house and centralising at headquarters regional performing arts
collections, and the ﬁnancial consequences of those. they conﬁrm the positive effects of the reforms undertaken,
increased by a favourable context with respect to collections and distributions.
- extraordinary operations resulted again in a reduced but negative
the year unfolded in good conditions, since:
- collections rose 2.4% in comparison with 2014, with a further balance (€109.7k compared with €111.6k)
growth in the performing arts sector (particularly in France) and
lower growth in the audiovisual sector, generating operating income - successful implementation of activity targets generated a partichigher than budget predictions and (before refunding statutory ularly signiﬁcant proﬁt-share for the staff, much higher than in
deductions to authors) than those of 2014;
2014.
- operating costs have decreased by 10.7%, thus wiping out the oneoff rises of 2014 linked to the reform of the network, and returning
to a lower level – by more than €500k – than the one of 2013.

Pulling all these elements together shows a signiﬁcant surplus, and enabled us to make a refund of statutory levies to authors for
€4.3M, more than twice the refund of the previous year (€2.1M), representing around 20% of statutory deductions and more than
four times the “speciﬁc charge”.

SoCIAl AnD CultuRAl ACtIon: the hIGhlIGhtS
the income and expense account incorporates the products and costs allocated to these activities under the heading “other assets
“(C)” or “other operating costs” (D) (cf. details in appendices). Moreover, it accounts under the headings “recovery and re-invoicing of
costs” (a) and “ﬁnancial costs” (II), the partial recovery of the administrative costs of cultural activity on the one hand and the transfer of
ﬁnancial products related to cultural activity assets on the other hand.

Main Milestones
income

expenses

FoR SoCIAl puRpoSe

FoR CultuRAl puRpoSe

1 - €3.37M allocated to donations, that
is 5.1% more than in 2014. this
amount consists in the income collected in 2014, these resources
being limited to covering supplementary allowances for pensions,
which strongly increased last year.
2 - Important increase as well (+15%) of
“other income” partially allocated to
social activity where most resources
(like those from the public domain,
from prescribed rights, from donations and legacies and foreign
exchange charges) have strongly
increased.

Decrease by more than 12% in cultural
activity assets with:
1 - a decrease in private copy both
audiovisual ( 33%) and audio ( 12%)
collected in 2014, coming after a
record year in 2013;
2 - as a result, a decrease -magniﬁed
by low rates of return – in the ﬁnancial income transferred to cultural
action ( 31%), and in indivisible rights
assigned to cultural activities
(-24%)in compliance with the law.
3 - an increase – partially offsetting the
above – in the voluntary allocations
(+6%) and in the remainder assets
reversal (which more than tripled).
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FoR SoCIAl puRpoSe

FoR CultuRAl puRpoSe

1 - the amount of supplementary 1 - the expenses correspond exactly to
beneﬁts paid to authors as donathe income amount (€4,886M). the
tions in 2015 corresponds exactly
resources, respectively charged on
to the resources allocated for this.
legal and voluntary resources, still
2 - Solidarity expenses has been
show the predominance of “mixed”
through a major increase (+21%),
support.
especially because of the creation 2 - these mixed grants bring together
of a provision amounting to €50K
actions supporting creation, broadto assist authors ﬁnancially affeccasting and/or training.
ted by the consequences of
november’s terrorist attacks in
paris and the state of emergency.

1

ADMInIStRAtIVe CoStS
Administrative costs – which are the real
costs of operating SACD – are composed of
the liabilities featuring in the debit column of
the proﬁt and loss statement (cf. appendices) after deduction of the social and cultural activities costs, of the exclusively ﬁnancial operations, of the provisions, and of the
expenses refunds credited to the Society for
several reasons, which appear as income in
the proﬁt and loss statement in accordance
with the accounting principles.
According to this calculation, net administrative costs amounted in 2015 to 33.3 million
euros, that is a global sum much lower than
the unusual amount of the year 2014 ( 8%).
net staff costs markedly decreased ( 15%),
wiping out the sharp rise noted in 2014 as a
consequence of the exit of the performing
arts collections from the mixed regional net-

work, thereby showing the relevance of the
reform.
Besides, purchases and external expenses
show a moderate increase (+1,8%). Within
this expense account, the increasing items
are still mainly the one related to the creation
of the centralised regional collecting pole for
performing arts, and to the works resulting
from the digital reorganisation that started
in 2015.
however, many expenses are decreasing,
showing continued efforts on consumables
and miscellaneous costs, not to mention the
administrative charges paid to SACeM, now
reduced to the single cost of its interventions
on our account in paris. the almost disappearance of these costs represent a saving
amounting to more than €0.4M compared
with 2014.

As other operating costs are markedly
decreasing, taxes have increased with the
rise in professional training and in securities
taxes.
on the same note, depreciation have
increased, as a result of the building alterations undertaken this year and, most importantly to the acquisition at the end of the second quarter of new ofﬁces located near
headquarters (Rue de Calais) to house the
regional collections centre.
In addition to the rise in collections by SACD
over the year (from €216.7 to 221.9M), the
marked decrease in net administrative costs
enables a return to a ratio of administrative
costs to collections, at a level of 15.01% as
opposed to 16.7% in 2014 and 15.09% in 2013,
its best level on the last ﬁve years.

breakdown of adMinistrative costs in 2015
net staff costs

18,687

net purchases and external expenses

11,733

other operating costs

85

0.26%

taxes

898

2.69%

1,457

4.37%

exceptional expenses (excepting provisions)

0

0.00%

proﬁt-sharing

461

1.38%

total administrative costs

33,321

100.00%

Depreciation

56.08%

*

*

35.21%

It

3,337

Buildings

1,646

operations

6,750

(Figures in thousands of euros)

FunDInG SACD
As almost every year since 2007, SACD carried out a major refund of statutory levies in
2015 (the highest since 2007), in the context
of a positive year when the high level of collections and lower costs enabled a marked
reduction in the operating deﬁcit.

funding of adMinistration costs
Deductions from rights

22,714

other operating income (*1)

6,833

net ﬁnancial income (*2)

2,423

Miscellaneous and exceptional items (*3)

1,351

total

33,321

thus, the contribution of authors to the funding of administrative costs is much relieved
this year.
this refund, amounting to €4.3M (which is
more than twice the amount of 2014), represents a nearly 20% discount in favour of
authors on the duties deducted over the
year, equivalent to four times the annual
amount of the special payment of 0.5% (cf.
below, ”Contribution of authors”).

(Figures in thousands of euros)

Other operating

20.5% income
Duties on
authors’ rights

68.2%

Net financial

7.3% resources
4.1% Miscellaneous and
exceptional items

(*1): the amount of income for cultural activities, the income allocated to supplementary beneﬁts (ring-fencing) and social
activities and provision of personnel are deducted from the ﬁgure featured in the statement of proﬁt and loss under this
heading (€15,700 – 5,886 – 3,713 – 268 K = €6,833K)
(*2): the amount of ﬁnance charges (€2,578K - €178K = €2.423K) is deducted from the ﬁgure featured in the statement of proﬁt
and loss under this heading
(*3): this ﬁgure is the aggregation of exceptional resources and the recovery of costs of cultural activities, with the deduction of
net provisions (allowance - reversal), of special costs not taken into account in the administrative costs, and of the administrative surplus (€15 +734 - (591 – 1,366) – 125 – 47= €1.351K)
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oPerating funding

levies on rights decreased by -6.1% compared with 2014. this decline, which might
seem paradoxical in view of the increase in
collections (+2.4%) and distributions (+8%)
is linked to the high level of refund of statutory levies paid out this year in favour of
authors (€4.3M), more than twice the 2014
amount.
nonetheless, levies on rights cover this year,
like the one before, a little more than twothirds of the ﬁnancial needs of SACD.

their aggregation with other operating
income (prescribed rights, membership fees
from authors, operating income, etc.),
markedly on the rise (+14.8%) compared with
2014, enabled the Society to fund in 2015
almost 90% of its administration with operating income.
the ﬁnancial income, decreasing by 54%
compared to 2014 (an exceptional year in
this regard), returned to a “normal” level,
slightly lower than in 2013.

they thus represent a rate of contribution to
administration costs reaching 7.3%.
As for miscellaneous and exceptional
income, they account for 4%, which is in the
upper range of expectation for their contribution to the funding of the administration
of the Society.

FInAnCIAl MAnAGeMent
As usual, ﬁnancial income
realised by SACD completed its
operating income to balance the
books, but to a much lower
degree than in 2014, when they
had reached a signiﬁcant level
due to the exceptional capital
gains outsourced to cover part of
the expense related to the
reform of the network.
thus, they have returned to a
level of contribution balancing
SACD’s books, which is consistent with the levels since the mid2000s.
even more than in previous years,
this contribution of ﬁnancial
income in 2015 ﬁts into the context of a lower and lower yield of
our managed funds (cf. sidebar)
in marked decrease compared to
2014.
In a turbulent economic environment, characterised by an heterogeneous evolution of the
world economies (and in particular a weak growth in europe),
serious geopolitical tensions, low
commodity prices, and ﬁnally
very weak - even negative – interest rates, SACD has endeavoured
to adapt the strategy implemented in the two administrative
compartments of its ﬁnancial
management (cash ﬂows and
investment portfolio), to optimise the yield of its capital.
Cash ﬂows (whose average outstanding amount decreased by
3.4% down to €171M), the safe
allocation of assets has been
continued, always reducing to the
necessary minimum for daily
requirements the proportion of
cash ﬂows invested in money
market funds, because of their
neutral or even negative yield.
the priority allocation assigned
p.14 SACD Annual Report 2015

for the last few years, on term
deposits, on structured guaranteed capital products, or on capitalisation contracts offering better yields on longer term holdings,
has been strengthened, especially as the unfavourable evolution of the bond market over the
year led us to take out (with a
slight loss) some bond market
investments, among which only
our dedicated SACD-S.C.A.M.
Management fund has been
retained (because of its major
latent proﬁtability).
this asset allocation enabled the
accumulation of a total of €7.6M
of ﬁnancial income (realised and
unrealised) by the end of the
year, among which only €2.1M
were generated during 2015 and
represented a global net yield
reaching +1.21%. this is clearly
less than the rate of 2014, but
much higher than the annual performance (negative by around 0.20%) of the eonIA monetary
reference index.
As for the portfolio, managed as
part of sacd’s dedicated unit
trust (FCp) investment, the
shares risk exposure remains relatively stable (35-38%) and highyield assets have continued to be
favoured, as part of an “active”
policy generating major capital
gains from several securities and
ensuring the overall proﬁtability
of the funds.
Actually, as for “rated” products,
which constitute about twothirds of the total assets of the
funds, the capital re-allocation at
the expense of the ﬁxed-rate
bond portion (barely proﬁtable in
the unfavourable context of rising
rates observed in the ﬁrst half
year) and on the contrary, in

reminder

favour of of convertible bonds, or
short-term variable rate bonds,
only ensured the preservation of
a minimum level of yield.
this strategy enabled our unit
trust (FCp) to play its hand well
in this very volatile environment,
and to post a positive end-ofyear performance of +6.07%,
improving markedly the rate of
2014 (+4.43%) and close to the
ﬁgure of 2013.
As opposed to 2014, it has not
been necessary to balance the
books of the Society’s administration by drawing on the surplus
of the unit trust FCp, which represented €11.5M at the end of the
year (that is €2.4M higher than
the amount recorded at the end
of 2014).

sacd has two types of
capital, whose ﬁnancial
income contribute to
sacd resources:
- cash ﬂows, made up mainly
of distribution pending rights
(or indivisible non-prescribed rights), is directly
managed by the society’s
departments via securities
investments (mainly capital
guaranteed), ensuring a stable but modest proﬁtability.
- the portfolio, made up of
long term capital belonging
to the society itself as a
result of donations and legacies accumulated over the
years, is managed via a dedicated unit trust– that is to
say in which sacd is the
unique investor –, whose
more diversiﬁed asset allocation (shares, bonds and
cash holdings) ﬁts into a long
term management aiming to
add value.

the capital managed by SaCD represented in
2015 a permanent amount of around

€201 M
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the ContRIButIon oF AuthoRS
tHe annual MeMbersHiP fee
Contribution to the operations of the Society, whose legal and economic needs are set out in the statutes, the annual membership fee is
paid by all authors. In 2015 it has been maintained at €40 (unchanged for nine years).

levies on royalties
In accordance with the decisions of the Board as part of the discussions on the budget for 2015, the speciﬁc levy implemented in
2005 to re-balance the operating assets of the Society, continues
in 2015 at a rate of 0.5%, which has applied since 1 July, 2007.

arts and allocated by SACD to cover its administrative costs), is in
2015 at a signiﬁcantly lower level than the one of the previous year.
It has, indeed, risen to 10.29% of collections (against 11.13% in 2014,
11.78% in 2013 and 12.17% in 2012), making this its best level in the
last ten years.

other rates of statutory levies are detailed in the table below, taking
into account that the refund of statutory levies amounting to €4.3M It breaks down by sector as follows:
paid this year decreases by some 20% the amount actually levied
on rights paid to authors and represents more than 4 times the value - performing arts: 14.22% (against 15.19% in 2014)
- Audiovisual works: 8.49% (against 9.33% in 2014)
of the special payment.
- Written works: 6.38% (against 4.76% in 2014)
In this context, the average rate of levy, calculated at the end of each
ﬁnancial year (including the additional share of secondary collections these ﬁgures indicate that on average, for every €100 of author’s
for social and administrative purposes, collected from performing rights collected by SACD and distributed, €89.71 reverts to authors.

tHe scale of PayMents
the payments on rights applied in 2015 is set as below:
Performing arts
Paris

9%

france (outside Paris), belgium, luxembourg

13%

switzerland, canada, abroad

7%

commissioning allowances

2%

audiovisual works
Performing and mechanical reproduction rights (france)

10.6%

Private copying (france, belgium)

11%

Performing and mechanical reproduction rights (belgium, canada)

11%

Performing rights and private copying (abroad)

7%

videograms and phonographs

(*1)

3%

special contracts

2.5%, 5.5% ou 10%

(*2)

written works
reprographic rights belgium

5%

reprographic rights france

7%

*(1) the 10.60% rate is applicable to lump sums collected from 01/01/2013. For prior lump sums, the applied rate is 11%.
*(2) the 2.5% rate applies to special contracts involving Radio France, and the 10% rate to speciﬁc tV or cinema contracts (discounted to 5.5% for renewals).

levies by interMediary societies
Before being processed by SACD, the rights which are not directly collected by the Society generally bear a levy applied by the intermediary
societies, in particular foreign societies, to cover their involvement into collections and distributions.
As regards royalties for private copying, a payment of levies is generated on the rights received by SACD from Copie France, as detailed here
below (rates and amounts as per 2015):

type of rights

rate (*)

amount (in euros)

Private copy levy for audio works

0.83% / 0.80%

23,142

Private copy levy for audiovisual works

1.13% / 1.09%

118,941

(*): the rates of levies have decreased in the course of the year:
- the ﬁrst value is applied to rights collected 01/01 -07/31/2015
- the second value is applied to rights collected 08/01 – 12/31/2015
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Defending Authors in France and Abroad
BeAuMARChAIS AnD...

founded in 1777 by caron de beaumarchais, sacd has adapted this heritage of authors’ rights through all technological developments
and now to the digital age. to defend authors’ rights and adapt to their requirements, sacd is in constant contact with creators, the
institutional community and political leaders. in 2015, many public ﬁgures participated in events organised by sacd.

pascal Rogard / eric lartigau / Douglas Kennedy

Manuel Valls

Delphine ernotte-Cunci

Jean-paul Rappeneau

Volker Schlöndorff

Florence Foresti

Sophie Deschamps / Kev Adams

Fleur pellerin / Günter oettinger

harlem Désir

Kaori Ito

Xavier Giannoli

Joël pommerat

Viviane Reding

David lescot

Arnaud Desplechin

nicolas Sarkozy

César Augusto Acevedo

thomas Cailley

pierre Barillet

Axelle lemaire

Fernando Arrabal

Juliette

eric Assous

Bruno le Maire

emma Dante

lucas Belvaux
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DefenCe of Creation
According to its statutes (article 3), SACD defends the moral
and material interests of members of the Society as well as
the profession of authors.” In this regard, SACD undertook
in 2015 several actions (monitoring, coordination, statements, submissions) aiming at the same objective: maintaining the social and professional dignity of the author;
ensuring his/her place in the creation economy and constantly reminding that there can be no living creation without
fair remuneration of authors; promoting copyright, an indispensable instrument of an author’s economic and moral
status.

All of these objectives are reﬂected in the initiatives taken
in the course of 2015, especially on the occasion of the long
awaited debate of the French Creation Bill by the national
Assembly. SACD lobbying on Meps helped to improve the
text and to achieve important progress for authors.
Beyond that, SACD has continued its work of education and
conviction, in France and in europe, to advance understanding of the problems faced by authors and the cultural world
in general.

tHis coMMitMent to culture and creation sets four target areas:

AuthoRS’ RIGhtS, A peRMAnent StRuGGle
once again, europe is the source of a danger
of a profound and wide-ranging challenge to
copyright. the proposals of the pirate Mep,
Julia Reda, particularly aims at extending the
scope of not remunerated exceptions to
copyright, and at undermining funding, of
audiovisual and cinema creation, territory by
territory.
the mobilisation of creators, initiated and
supported by SACD, in conjunction with SAA
and the european coalitions for cultural

diversity, bore fruit with the adoption of a parliamentary report, free from the most dangerous propositions. the constructive dialogue that SACD also undertook with the
european Commission enabled a better
understanding of author’s concerns and the
importance of copyright in funding creation.
As a result, the eC released a statement
where the copyright is no longer considered
as an obstacle to the circulation of works. For
the ﬁrst time, the eC conﬁrms the necessity

of improving the remuneration of authors. In
France too, copyright needs to be defended
against attempts by digital companies and
institutions to dismantle any regulations protecting copyright. that’s why SACD has supported the initiatives aiming at drying out the
funding of platforms beneﬁting from commercial counterfeiting. It was also in this spirit
that the Society was involved in the dialogue
organised about the French Digital Bill to
avoid the dismantlement of copyright.

A neW AMBItIon FoR WoRKS FunDInG AnD DISSeMInAtIon
At the instigation of SACD, the government
has been able to take positive measures. So
it is for the reform of the entertainment support fund: from now on, the development of
original works projects will be better supported by the CnC (French national Cinema
Centre) and the use of works originally written
in French will be a deciding factor in allocating
grants to producers.
Directing ﬁnancial support towards original
works in French language is a priority for SACD.
the Society also defended this position during
the reform of the tax credits for cinema and
audiovisual production.
Beyond that, creation funding must be stabilised and strengthened. For audiovisual

works, SACD has been involved in the consolidation of the means of France télévisions
and the channels’ obligation to invest in ﬁction, cartoons, cinema and performing arts.
this commitment in France extended to
europe in our propositions to make new digital
and internet agents also contribute to fund
works.
For performing arts, we lobbied the government and local authorities to maintain ﬁnancial commitments to companies and authors
for the beneﬁt of creation and its dissemination.

this is the purpose of the operations obligation for audiovisual and cinematographic
works long defended by SACD and now
recorded in the law by the French parliament.
this obligation assigned to producers should
help make works more easily available and
accessible to the public, in particular on digital
platforms.
once again, SACD has worked hard to promote reform about the media chronology,
which is now too rigid to ensure proper operations of ﬁlms.

Works need funding and their dissemination
and circulation must be encouraged.
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A FAIR ReMuneRAtIon FoR AuthoRS
this is one of the fundamental missions of
SACD. In a digital world marked by the complexity of the management of rights and the
presence of powerful operators, authors
gathered together under a collective administration are stronger when it comes to negotiating good conditions of remuneration.
SACD also defends authors in their relations
with producers. that is why it is an active par-

ticipant in the Film Convention organised by
the CnC (national Cinema Centre). It won
concessions strengthening the transparency
of the accounting of ﬁlms for the authors, now
recorded in the French creation Act.
the same effort on transparency must now
be made in the audiovisual sector which is
too often deﬁned by opacity. SACD’s initiatives have already led to the inclusion of

measures favouring transparency in the law
and to the opening of negotiations still under
way with producers.
Finally, in the performing arts sector, the
request expressed for years to create an observatory of performing arts has found a response
in the French creation Act. to at last be able to
see the ﬁnal receipts will be useful so that no
payment will escape from the authors.

A StRonG CoMMItMent
to puBlIC InteReSt AnD CultuRe
Culture for everyone. Far from being a slogan, this is the demand of
SACD in favour of promoting artistic education and meetings
between authors and the audience, in particular the children. In this
spirit, SACD initiated and continues to support, along with the association “la Culture avec la Copie privée” (Culture and private Copying) the un artiste à l’école (An artist at school) project.

the struggle for gender equality and to terminate the inequality confronted by too many female authors in accessing leadership positions or in the programming of works. In addition to the brochure
“où sont les femmes?” (Where are the women?), now in its fourth
edition, SACD never stops suggesting initiatives to the Ministry of
Culture and Communication, the CSA (French Superior Audiovisual
Council), the CnC (national Cinema Centre) and the parliament.

© SACD/lnphotographers

Culture must also be open and it should not reproduce the discrimination and inequalities which mark our societies. It is in the name on these subjects which involve the future of our society, the mobilof this principle that SACD has been committed for many years to isation must be general. And SACD will always be there!

Debate on the reform of copyright in europe, Cannes 2015
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tHe frencH coalition
for cultural diversity
SACD has been guiding and coordinating the French Coalition for Cultural Diversity
(www.coalitionfrancaise.org) since its creation in 2004. the Coalition brings together 52 professional
cultural organisations with pascal Rogard as Chair. It is a member of the International Federation of Coalitions
which gathers the 43 coalitions existing in the world today.
In 2015, the French Coalition for Cultural Diversity continued its efforts to:
- organise the 13 coalitions which exist in europe and gather them in the european Coalitions framework,
with pascal Rogard as Deputy Chair.
- Contribute to european debates, with the european Commission and european parliament and to intervene in the reform of copyright law and the single digital market.
- Celebrate the 10 years anniversary of the uneSCo convention on cultural diversity.
- Support the diversity of cultural expressions: cultural diversity Awards ceremony, responses to the european Commission’s consultations.
- Defend the cultural exception: monitor trade negotiations.

society of audiovisual
autHors (saa)
SAA was created in 2010 by several euro- At a time of copyright reform in europe
pean collective management societies and major changes in the digital world,
to protect their audiovisual author mem- SAA focus on 3 main objectives:
bers, in particular screenwriters and
directors. SAA is chaired by Barbara - ensure the protection of copyright and
hayes from the Authors’ licencing and

a fair remuneration for the utilisation of

Collections Society; and patrick Raude,

authors’ work.

Secretary-General of SACD, has been
Deputy Chair since April, 2016.

- Maintain high expectations for strengthening the funding of works to enable
better utilisation of works.
- Reinforce policies which support audiovisual arts and cultural diversity
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ProteCting authorS
in franCe anD aCroSS the WorlD
In its action to defend the professional and material interests of authors, SACD was involved in several ways
in 2015.

RelAtIonS WIth pRoFeSSIonAl oRGAnISAtIonS
SACD renewed – by rebalancing its allocation
- its ﬁnancial support for a total amount of
€532K, which it assigns to the operations of
eight professional authors’ organisations, possessing a sufﬁcient capacity to represent in
the sector concerned, and focusing on the
promotion and defence authors in complementarity and solidarity with SACD’s own initiatives.

support was granted the following organisations:
- Guilde Française des Scénaristes (French Screenwriters Guild, which gathers tV
and cinema writers)
- Groupe 25 Images (professional association of tV directors)
- SRF (Society of Film Directors)
- eAt (Associated theatre Writers),
- SnMS (national Stage Directors union)
- AGrAF (French Animation Writers Grouping)
- Syndicat des Chorégraphes associés (union of Associated Choreographers)
- Auteurs dans l’espace public (Street Art authors guild).

neW DeAlS WIth RepeRtoIRe enD-uSeRS
the Society also pursued in 2015, with speciﬁc regard to the operations of each repertoire, initiatives designed to strengthen the remuneration of authors, be it by revising fees, or in negotiations with users of the repertoire concerned.

spectacle vivant

audiovisuel

for performing arts three new memorandums of understanding in the audiovisual sector, negotiations are ongoing or concluded
were signed in 2015 with amateur theatre federations:
with:
- ApRotAhl (which comprises 20 amateur troupes from the county - terrestrial broadcasters (Canal +, GullI et e-tF1), for broadcasting
of haute loire);
programmes on these channels and for additional audiovisual con- FCF France (France Festivals, Carnivals & Celebrations) which con- tent, on the web site and applications of the said channels, either
sists in around 1,200 associations (amateur troupes, festival com- for the non-subscription programmes (Canal +), or for catch-up
mittees, events committees), representing more than 100,000 tV (GullI and e-tF1);
active volunteers in county and regional federations;
- Specialist channels (Indies live, J-one, Men’s up, Star 24 and Virgin
- and FAtRAt 85, which comprises of around ﬁfty amateur troupes tV), for cable, satellite, ADSl, mobile, and ott (alternative service)
broadcasts;
in the Vendée county.
- ADSl service providers (amendments to general contracts conIn addition, in partnership with FFh (Federation of Festivals of cluded in 2014 with Bouygues telecom and Free, as regards multihumour), SACD concluded a festival agreement with the association service ﬁxed deals, and new general contracts with play Média serv“SoyAuX Fou D’huMouR” which organises every year in Charente ices, play tV and Vidéo Futur) for the broadcast of linear tV services
or catch-up on ott, accessible for free on the Internet (for the
the event of the same name.
ﬁrst two ones) and on subscription via a “box” (for the third one);
At the same time, the Society revised its professional fees and terms - SVoD services (subscription video on demand) like Jook Vidéo;
and conditions, removing the minimum guarantee previously cal- - And at last a cinema hall based distributor (pathé live), in the conculated for each show on 30% of the maximum house. this former text of an amendment to the memorandum of understanding
rule could have been a restraint on the subscription of new authors agreed in 2014 for the broadcast in public halls of live feeds of comor on the operations of long series of works. throughout the year, edy shows.
SACD departments supported - with both authors and companies
- the implementation and improvement of the online management
(and its pricing) of licence applications for amateur productions,
launched in 2014.
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InteRnAtIonAl CoopeRAtIon
In order to develop collections abroad and
to strengthen the representation of its members, SACD concluded in 2015 new reciprocal
agreements or partnerships:
- In the performing arts sector, the Society
signed several reciprocal contracts (with
the ARtBASSADoR in Greece, and KAZAK
in Kazakhstan).
- In the audiovisual sector, SACD signed two
new reciprocal representation contracts for
the development of secondary rights (private copying / cable) with DASC (Colombia)
on the one hand, and – for private copying
rights only – with onDA (Algeria), on the
other hand. SACD also renegotiated – along

with SCAM – its reciprocal arrangement with
lIRA (netherlands) to cover new operations
(primary and secondary rights). negotiations are ongoing with the society DACInSARA for the collections of audiovisual
rights in Romania.
In addition, the society always plays an active
role in the CISAC’s technical and political
bodies (International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers,
www.cisac.org). SACD has held the Deputy
Chair since 2010 and continued in 2015 in
the standardisation of the exchange of rights
via databases, particularly IDA – works and

audiovisual right-holders – which SACD runs
on behalf of all audiovisual societies, or ISAn
(International Standard audiovisual number),
or common standardised exchange formats
for documentation (for performing arts).
SACD has also contributed within CISAC to
a review of membership criteria and to the
creation of rules of governance and transparency for the member societies. It was an
active participant in several technical committees, in particular on issues about the
management of rights on sharing platforms.

AGItAtoRS FoR CReAtIon
organising Meeting between creators froM any background, any nationality
and tHus enricHing international creation

les Sujets à vif 2015, SaCD/festival d’avignon production
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Assisting and supporting authors and creation
ProfeSSional aSSiStanCe
the RepeRtoIRe AnD ItS uSeS

In 2015, the number of new works registered in the SACD repertoire (cf. sidebar)
recorded a drop ( 20.41%) compared to 2014.
In the audiovisual sector, the number of registered works sharply decreased ( 24.6%)
returning to a level very close to the one of
2013. on the tV side this fall comes after
three consecutive years of rises, related to
the development of series and reality drama
from 2010 to 2013, and a stabilisation
recorded in 2014. on the Radio side, the drop
is more pronounced, but 2014 was a year of
exceptional growth marked by regularisations
of registration from previous years: as a con-

sequence, the level has returned to its average of the previous years.
new works

For performing arts on the other hand, the
number of registrations has increased in
comparison with 2014 (+2.96%), representing now 20% of the total of new works.
Growth is particularly marked in choreography, music, stage direction and street arts,
to the detriment of theatre and circus.

30,001
new works were
registered in 2015,
of wHicH:
- 5,883 within the scope of
performing arts (20% of
the total and +3% compared with 2014)
- 24,118 within the scope of
audiovisual works (80%
of the total and 25%
compared with 2014)

Television 74%

80 %

REGISTERATIONS OF
AUDIOVISUAL WORKS

20 %

66% Theatre

REGISTRATION OF
PERFORMING ARTS
WORKS
12% Choregraphy
5% Stage Direction
11% Music
2% Circus
4% Street Arts

Cinema 3%

With respect to the ﬁgures about the use of
the repertoire, there is a notable increase in
the performing arts sector in the number of
performances in paris (+2.8%) still less
marked than the increase of the rights volume (+8%), showing a rise in audience attendance and receipts.
on the contrary, in the provinces and in the
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23% Radio

Île-de-France region, where the collected
rights only increased by 2.8%, the overall
number of performances has risen by 9%,
but this growth is not the same across all sectors: it is mainly the private sector which show
an huge increase (+33.5%), in relation with
several major tours of comedy shows. As for
the audiovisual sector, the number of works

broadcast in 2014 – whose rights were distributed in 2015 for the most part – increased
by 16.11%, but the number of programme
hours decreased by 2.4%. this distortion has
already been noted in previous years and is
mainly explained by the proliferation of
shorter formats.
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Key FIGuReS ABout uSe oF the RepeRtoIRe
Performing arts

audiovisual

more than

51,000

294,695

performances in Paris

works broadcast in 2014
(linear and non-linear broadcasts)

more than

136,000

nuMber of works broadcast

tv works

201,419

68.35%

performances in the regions

Movie ﬁlms

40,105

13.61%

short ﬁlms

2,593

0.88%

radio

50,578

17.16%

total

294,695

100.00%

nuMber of PerforMances in Paris

amateur

607

nB: ﬁnal ﬁgures for audiovisual broadcasts in 2015 are still
unknown as this report goes to press.

Professional
Private theatres

24,080

unionised subsidised theatres

2,255

non-unionised subsidised theatres

1,762

miscellaneous and independent companies

22,639

total

51,345

noMbre de séances en Province et Île-de-france

amateur

25,716

239,211
programme hours
(linearised broadcasts)

television
radio

97%

with 231,020 programme hours

3%

with 8,191 programme hours

Professional
Private tourers

4,069

French broadcasters represent in this total
91.81% of the works and 87.9% of the time

unionised subsidised

21,905

non-unionised subsidised

592

miscellaneous and independent companies

81,482

total 136,152

nB: these ﬁgures include works whose rights are managed by
SACD on behalf of foreign societies.
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ColleCtIonS In 2015
the collections by SACD reached €221,948,511 in 2015, increasing by 2.4% in comparison with 2014 thanks to the joint
growth of the two principal repertoires (audiovisual works and performing arts).

Audiovisual collections are up by 1.8%, a rise following the fall ( 2%) As for performing arts, after a year in 2014 already marked by a rise of
recorded in 2014, explained by the major growth in receipts from pri- 7%, the amount of collections has continued to grow in France (+4.6%)
vate copying (with major back-payments) as well as the rise of rights and abroad (+1.4%), stabilising at a record level of 69.8 million euros.
originating abroad and from Canada, which compensate for the fall
from Belgium.

tHe relatively strong rise in tHe PerforMing arts sector cHanges tHe ProPortions
of tHe rePertoires of tHe society:
performing arts

audiovisual works

€69,849,154

€151,683,583

i.e. 31.5%

i.e. 68.3%

(30.9% in 2014))

(68.8% in 2014)

in the performing arts sector, the decreasing – of several very sucglobal evolution of +4.2% includes cessful touring shows;
certain disparities:
- contrasting evolutions in collections from abroad with a rise
- Growth of Parisian operations (+5.9%) of those from French(+7.95%), which extends the one speaking countries where SACD
already noted in 2014 and is directly involved (Belgium,
comes in addition to an increas- Canada, luxembourg) but a fall
ing concentration of receipts (-1.2%) from other countries,
(the 10 biggest operators – espe- where a sharp drop in rights from
cially the opéra de paris – Italy, Russia and Spain (misaccounting for more than 46% matched payments) is only
of collections);
partly compensated by a growth
in collections in Switzerland and
- Fall in collections in the Île-de- Germany, which remain two of
france province ( 3.91%), but the most contributing countries
rise in the regions (+3.6%), where for rights from abroad.
the record receipts of 2014 are
still increasing (both in the professional sector and the amateur) with a still important contribution – although slightly

In the audiovisual sector, the rise
(+1.8%) also includes divergent
situations:

- in france (+2.75%), there is an
increase in collections of all
types, with some nuances. For
general contracts, the rise is
very modest (+0.2%) and aggregates different situations: for
private channels, rise from tF1
(partly thanks to catch-up tV)
and fall from M6, in the context
of tumbling advertising revenue
and competition for Dtt, exacerbated by an unfavourable - abroad, collections decreased
evolution of inter-societies (-3.2%), again with contrasting
sharing; fall from Canal+; for the situations: overall fall (-17.6%) in
public channels, fall from France French-speaking
countries
télévisions, but increase from where Belgium is decreasing by
Arte; and further rise from the 21,7% (less back-payments, late
broadcast networks, where the payments)
and
Canada
increased by +17%, and increase
(+19.3%) from other foreign
countries - non French-speaking + Switzerland –, wiping out
the 15% fall observed last year.

écrit

€415,773
i.e. 0.2%
(0.3% in 2014)

For the written works sector, collections recorded in 2015, always very marginal, show a further drop
(-32.46%), in the absence of the major back-payments which increased the ﬁgures last year.
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rise from distribution networks,
where the increase from ADSl
and cable operators offsets the
fall from satellite broadcasters,
Dtt and specialised channels.
the overall increase is also
linked to the major rise (+3%)
from video and new media
(Web) contracts, and in particular to the sharp rise (+28.4%)
from private copy due to backpayments (Apple), which offsets the fall (-1.8%) of collections from individual contracts.
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BReAKDoWn oF ColleCtIonS FRoM 2015
(Figures in €K)

variation
2015 / 2014

Performing art sector
audiovisual sector
france

france

60,467

+4.60%

Paris

22,090

+7.95%

Îdf / regions/ overseas territories

38,377

+2.76%

direct collections countries

3,570

+5.89%

variation
2015 / 2014
128,289

+1.81%

Private copy

13,656

+28.40%

general contracts

107,602

+0.19%

individual contracts

2,183

-1.81%

video and new media contracts

4,848

+5.18%

direct collection countries

12,030

-17.63%

abroad

11,364

+19.28%

total

151,683

+1.81%

Pays à intervention directe 7.93%

abroad

5,806

-1.20%

graphic publishing

6

-40.06%

total

69,849

+4.15%

variation
2015 / 2014

written works sector
belgium copying rights france

304

copying rights

112

-72.18%

total

416

+32.46%

-41.86%

7.49% Étranger

Copie privée 9%
Video and new media contracts 3.20%
Individual contracts France 1.44%

54.94% Regions and Overseas Territories

68.34 %
AUDIOVISUAL

31.47%

PERFORMING ARTS

0.28 %
WRITTEN

General contracts France 70.94%

8.31% Abroad
5.11% Direct collection countries

31.63% Paris
0.01% Graphic Publishing
73.16% Belgium
26.84% France
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DIStRIButIon oF RIGhtS to AuthoRS
the amount of rights distributed in 2015 – i.e. €224,378,420 – increased sharply (+8.37%) compared with 2014, thanks
to a major initiative to improve the frequency of distributions and considerably reduce suspended rights, in particular in
the audiovisual sector. For the ﬁrst time, distributions are greater than the very high level of collections gathered during
the year.
en spectacle vivant, où l’affectation des
sommes perçues intervient en moyenne un
mois après leur encaissement, l’augmentation
des répartitions (+ 5,26 %) accentue un peu
la progression des perceptions (+ 4,15 %).
À l’audiovisuel, où la SACD demeure tributaire des délais de paiement des diffuseurs
et où – pour des raisons techniques –, le cycle

d’affectation des droits perçus est plus long,
le niveau des répartitions augmente également fortement par rapport à l’an dernier
(+ 9,59 %). Cette progression résulte des
effets contrastés de la baisse des perceptions en 2014 et de l’augmentation de celles
de 2015, mais aussi des efforts des services – particulièrement signiﬁcatifs cette

année – pour réduire la masse des droits en
suspens et accroitre ainsi le niveau des
répartitions.
S’agissant de l’écrit, les sommes réparties en
2015 résultent des seuls droits de reprographie encaissés dans l’année en Belgique et
leur évolution (+ 32,84 %) suit donc celle des
perceptions belges correspondantes.

21,599 lIVInG AuthoRS
members of sacd beneﬁtted from at least one distribution in 2015:
including 14,225 ordinary members, 2,357 associate full members and 5,017 full members.
this ﬁgure is growing (+4.05%) compared to 2014

distribution of rigHts by MeMbersHiP grade
If the overall number of authors having receied rights in 2015 rose by
4.05%, the rise affects the membership grades in different ways:
- the number of full members increased by more than the average rate
(+5.8%) and their share is therefore relatively bigger than in 2014 (23.2%
of the total);
- Associate full members increased by less than the average rate (+3.74%)
but they represent overall the same share (10.9% of the total);
- As for ordinary members, their number increased (+3.5%) but they represent a smaller share (65.9%).
the distribution of revenues, on the other hand, remains very heterogeneous, whatever the grades. After three successive years of decline, the
growing disparity observed until 2012 (with more authors at either end of
the scale) has returned this year: 82% (81.2% in 2014) are in the lowest
tranches of remuneration (less than €5 K), and 4.3% (3.7% in 2014) on
the highest tranches of remuneration (>€40K), whereas beneﬁciaries in
the median tranches (€5 – 40K), decreased from 14.7% to 13.8%.

tranches

members

autHors

23% full members
11% associate

Ordinary 66%
members

full members

gross rigHts Paid
Ordinary members 15%
associate 9%
full members

sociétairesassociate full
members

full
members

76% full members

all authors
combined

percentage

cumulative
percentage

€200,000 +

0

0

54

54

0.3%

100%

€100,000 - 200,000

6

14

172

192

0.9%

99.7%

€75,000 - 100,000

5

12

138

155

0.7%

98.9%

€50,000 - 75,000

10

19

269

298

1.4%

98.2%

€40,000 - 50,000

22

22

180

224

1.0%

96.8%

€30,000 - 40,000

39

29

215

283

1.3%

95.8%

€20,000 - 30,000

52

52

324

428

2.0%

94.5%

€15,000 - 20,000

84

64

226

374

1.7%

92.5%

€10,000 - 15,000

142

83

329

554

2.6%

90.8%

€5,000 - 10,000

485

215

633

1,333

6.2%

88.2%

€3,000 - 5,000

593

197

475

1,265

5.9%

82.0%

€1,000 - 3,000

2,144

480

728

3,352

15.5%

76.1%

€0 - 1,000

10,643

1,170

1,274

13,087

60.6%

60.6%

total

14,225

2,357

5,017

21,599

100%

100%
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the AuthoRS’ ReVenueS
Authors’ revenues, considered individually,
remain very heterogeneous, but the overall
volume of accounts beneﬁting from at least
one distribution in the year has shown further

growth in 2015. In the context of a major favourable to living authors (+5.2%) than to
increase in the volume of distributed rights, estates ( 5.5%).
this growth rate is higher (+3.2%) than in 2014,
but this time in a way that is much more

30,604 RIGht holDeRS
(living authors and estates, excluding companies)
saw their accounts credited with rights in 2015.
(i.e. 3.21% more than last year)

breakdown of revenues by rePertoire
the overall number of right holders who beneﬁtted from rights in 2015
recorded a growth (+3.2%) which is actually heterogeneous when one
observes the breakdown by sector: the number of rights holders exclusively “performing arts” is slightly decreasing (-0.12%) while the number
of exclusively “audiovisual” beneﬁciaries is increasing (+5.45%), but
less than the one of “mixed” right holders (+5.73%). on the other hand,
“performing arts” right holders are still concentrated in the lowest revenue tranches (97.8% receiving less than €10,000, as in 2014), while
exclusively “audiovisual” right holders are still more numerous (3.9%
vs 3.62% in 2014) among the higher tranches (more than €50,000).
the multi-sector right holders are those for whom the revenues distributed are less irregular :
_less than €10,000 >>>
70.1% (against 89% in general),
_€10,000 - €50,000 >>> 20.7% (against 83% in general),
_€50 000 +>>>
9.3% (against 2.8% in general).

tranches

Performing
arts

autHors

9.1% Audiovisual + Performing arts
48.6% Audiovisual

Performing arts 42.4%

gross rignts Paid

30.2% Audiovisual + Performing arts
60.1% Audiovisual

Performing arts 9.6%

audiovisuel

Performing arts
& audiovisual

total

Percentage

cumulative
percentage

€200-000 +

1

31

35

67

0.2%

100%

€100-000 - €200,000

7

132

88

227

0.7%

99.8%

€75-000 - €100,000

3

137

48

188

0.6%

99,1%

€50-000 -€75,000

8

274

85

367

1.2%

98.5%

€40-000 - €50,000

13

197

59

269

0.9%

97.3%

€30-000 - €40,000

20

262

91

373

1.2%

96.4%

€20-000 - €30,000

50

427

132

609

2.0%

95.2%

€15-000 - €20,000

67

328

125

520

1.7%

93.2%

€10-000 - €15,000

123

471

166

760

2.5%

91.5%

€5-000 - €10,000

434

987

371

1,792

5.9%

89.0%

€3-000 - €5,000

590

802

268

1,660

5.4%

83.1%

€1-000 - €3,000

1,987

1,834

494

4,315

14.1%

77.7%

€0 - €1,000

9,662

8,983

812

19,457

63.6%

63.6%

total

12,965

14,865

2,774

30,604

100%

100%
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SoCial anD SoliDarity aCtionS

Key FIGuReS FoR SoCIAl ACtIon In 2015

overall budget:

€3.71M
• supplementary allowance for retirement:

€3.37M
number of beneﬁciaries: 1,259
average annual amount of beneﬁt paid: €2,639
breakdown of beneﬁciaries by tranche:
nuMber of beneficiaries Per icoMe trancHe

€20,000+

1

€15,000 – 20,000

22

€10,000 – 15,000

23

€5,000 – 10,000

127

€3,000 – 5,000

167

€1,000 – 3,000

495

€0 – 1,000

424

• solidarity grants

€0.34M
Number of donations: 41

Average amount: €3,621
Number of referrals: 28

Amount of benefits granted: €452 – €1,130
Number of people attended by the social service in 2015: 232

auteurs solidaires
Initiated by SACD and founded in 2014 representatives of SACD and other lead- one hand, and “tell Me About your life” activities, enabling its ﬁrst activities. Furby Jacques Fansten, then Chair of the ing ﬁgures from several backgrounds, all involving secondary school students ther activities are planned by the Fund.
Society, this endowment Fund is meant of them motivated by a common wish for from disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Along with the Founder Chair, Jacques
to facilitate access to culture for disad- “active” social and cultural solidarity – the Fund sought and received sponsor- Fansten, Véronique perlès serves as
vantaged communities by involving designed, with the support of the existing ship for these projects (Google and the director, and SCAlA Sarl, a subsidiary
authors in projects with a social dimen- network of institutions and nGos, the France télévisions Foundation, in partic- company of SACD, provides accounting
sion, and supporting creation.

two ﬁrst projects based in Marseille – “A ular), whose support will come in addition and ﬁnancial administration on a pro

to bring these projects to fruition, the Circus in my head” bringing together cir- to the amount of €210K allocated by bono basis.
Fund’s Board of Directors, made up of cus authors and disabled children on the SACD in 2014 in pursuance of its cultural
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SoCial anD SoliDarity aCtionS
pARtICIpAtIon In SoCIAl oRGAnISAtIonS
SACD is in active participant in organisations involved in social beneﬁt for authors:
medical and senior care insurance with
AGeSSA (association for administration of
Social Security for authors), mandatory
supplementary retirement pensions with
RACD (Retirement Scheme for Authors and
Dramatic Composers) and RAAp, run by
IRCeC.
Authors’ representatives, elected in the
management boards, voice the concerns
of active and retired members and continue the defence of both collective and
individual interests of the different professions concerned, and the departments of
SACD are also involved in AGeSSA and
RACD.
With regards to the social security scheme
for authors, the project to merge AGeSSA
and Maison des Artistes into one national
fund specially dedicated to authors and
artists-authors, seems less and less probable, as the consultation of professional
organisations interrupted in 2014 did not
resume in 2015. however, the supervisory
ministries (Culture and Social Affairs)
announced in July, 2015 their wish to return
full rights to authors as regards retirement
beneﬁts under the general scheme:
- For the past, ﬁxing through the regularisation of prescribed contributions, the situation of many authors for whom capped
retirement contributions were not applied
on all periods and therefore have not been
able to access a basic pension which actually reﬂects their career. SACD will make
sure that the ways and means of implementing this measure (which will be
detailed in a circular) are fair to authors both
in the cost of regularisation and in the periods involved.
- For the future, by setting up a deduction
for retirement pension contributions. to
this end, the adoption of an amendment to
the plFSS 2016 resulted in a modiﬁcation
of the article l382-4 of the social security
Code providing for deduction for retirement
pension contributions from authors’ rights
to be implemented at the latest by January
1st, 2019. SACD will pay particular attention
to the conditions of refund of surplus contributions for authors whose annual rev-

enue exceeds the social security cap.
these two points, often called to the attention of the supervising ministries by SACD
over recent years, will represent a real
advance for authors (if properly implemented). Moreover, other subjects will have
to be addressed within the consultation
launched by the two relevant ministries at
the start of 2015: disappearance of the distinction between liability and afﬁliation,
scope of the scheme, accounting for supplementary revenues, etc.
With regards to AGeSSA, the situation of
the organisation for authors’ social security
remains unsettled in 2015 in the absence
of a Board of Directors (mandate expired
in 2014), as the elections for renewal of the
board, initially scheduled for 2015, have not
yet taken place, due to uncertainties about
creating a common national fund. the term
of the temporary manager, supposed to
conclude on 12/31/2015, was extended to
allow the basic functions of the organisation, whose general assembly, chaired by a
representative of SACD, has continued to
ensure that statutory duties are carried out
(budget, accounts, etc.).
With regards to IRCeC and supplementary
pensions, the implementation order for the
reform of the RAAp (Scheme of professional Artists and Authors) published in the
ofﬁcial Journal of December 31st, 2015.
Implementing the twin objectives of the
reform designed last year (ensuring a supplementary pension for authors which
reﬂects their career and bringing the
mandatory supplementary regime in compliance with european regulations (which
for drama authors completes the services
of the RACD), the order enshrines the
implementation of contribution rate proportional to author’s revenues instead of
the current contribution scheme based on
optional classes, after a transition phase.
After a progressive increase, the amount of
contribution will be ﬁxed at 8% of the rights
from 2020, but a special measure reducing
the rate down to 4% has been provided
regarding authors’ rights already subject to
another mandatory supplementary pensions scheme, as are the rights distributed
by SACD as well as those paid by producers

as per contracts agreed by the latter with
authors of an audiovisual ﬁction work. to
avoid the disadvantages related to the payment of deferred contributions, SACD plans
to apply the deduction of this contribution
(4%) on rights distributed from the distribution of July 2016.
last but not least, with regards to continuing professional education of authors, the
continuing education fund carried on with
its programme for authors during 2015
despite the governance difﬁculties caused
by the decision of the Council of State cancelling the decree and the ministerial order
implementing the December 28th 2011 Act
(following an appeal by two professional
organisations of visual artists contesting the
composition of the Management Board):
4,549 internships were ﬁnanced across all
sectors in the course of the year (+11.8%
compared to 2014), of which 1,166 in the
sector of written works for dramatic arts
and the audiovisual sector.
It should be borne in mind that this fund,
disposed in a special section of the AFDAS,
is ﬁnanced by contributions paid by authors
and broadcasters (collected by SACD, on
behalf of AGeSSA, as part of its repertoire),
and by a contribution of authors’ societies
(including SACD), which represents 4.5% of
the quarter portion dedicated to cultural
actions originated from the private copy
collections, as deﬁned by the triennial convention signed in 2013 with AFDAS. this
amount, €112,400 in 2015, decreased by
30% compared to 2014 because of lower
private copy collections which are the
resources for cultural actions in 2015. the
convention with AFDAS was renewed in
2015 by SACD under the same conditions,
but including an additional clause providing
that in the case that the awaited texts
(decree and order) would exclude the
CMos from the Management Council, the
convention would immediately terminate.
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peRMAnent ACtIon
Based, from the beginning, on the active solidarity between its members, SACD implement on a permanent basis – fund
by its own resources – support allowances designed not only to compensate lower income at retirement, but also to help
authors and their families in their daily life when they face difﬁcult situations while still active.

suPPleMentary retireMent benefits
Mindful of the standard of living of authors
and their partners, SACD provides as part of
its membership beneﬁts a pension supplement which is paid under certain conditions.
these supplementary beneﬁts, which are not
a supplementary or complementary pension
scheme and therefore are not related to
acquired rights, are grants allocated by the
Board to SACD. every year, the Board sets
the amount of resources which will be collected over the year and allocated to fund
the beneﬁts paid the following year. Currently, these allocated resources come, on
the one hand, from SACD collections in the
performing arts sector
for CCSA (contribution for social and administrative purposes), and, on the other hand,
from the solidarity contribution applied to

rights paid to estates, and, at last, from royalties received by SACD for use of public
domain works.
the actual amount of this fund varies every
year depending on the amount of the
resources allocated and the number of beneﬁciaries. thus the amount of resources allocated to supplementary beneﬁts paid in 2015
to beneﬁciaries amounted to €3.37M (i.e.
+5.1% compared to 2014). the amount of
resources collected in 2015 increased considerably up to €3.97M, partly due to exceptional elements. In this context, the

sum of €3.56M (i.e. +5.7% compared to the
previous year) to supply the payment of
grants in 2016.
the reform of the conditions of award of
beneﬁts, implemented since 2012 to adapt
this advantage to the current demographic
and economic parameters of pensions and
strengthen them in a spirit of solidarity, continues to regulate access of new beneﬁciaries, to maintain the average individual level
of beneﬁts paid, and to reinforce the future
of this beneﬁt for authors.

Board decided to make a provision of the
portion corresponding to these special situations (i.e. €405K) to smooth out the beneﬁts over the next 5 years, which still leaves a

social suPPort
Advised by a social worker, the Social Action
Committee, composed by three authors
members of the Board, allocates support
grants in the form of donations drawn from
its solidarity funds. SACD also awards its “godchildren” (children of deceased authors)
grants to support their education fees.
In 2015, in the context of a social situation for
authors that remains precarious and difﬁcult,
the overall amount of solidarity expenses
increased sharply to reach €344K. Individual
allowances (solidarity grants to authors in difﬁculties + “godchildren” allowances) rose by
around €14K (+6.1%) compared to 2014. It is
mostly the setting up of a provision of €50K
to come to the aid of authors who would be
adversely affected from an economic point
of view, by the consequences of the terrorist

attacks of november 2015 in paris and the
state of emergency, which explains this sharp
global rise.
Regarding solidarity donations, the individual
amount of support awarded – which had
increased roughly in 2014 – has come down
to a lower but still signiﬁcant level, (€3.6K on
average).
Regarding
“godchildren”
allowances, the number of beneﬁciaries
remains stable compared to 2014.
In the same spirit, the paul Milliet Foundation
(cf. boxed text), which manages its own
resources, grants support allowances to
authors experiencing difﬁculties due to age
or health issues – and since its wider statutes
approved in 2014 by the Council of State –
any life problem. In 2015, the overall amount
of allowances – which had increased sharply

in 2014 – fell by 21% but the average individual
level of support rose (+14%).
Besides, to complement its ﬁnancial support,
SACD combines these individual actions with
an administrative assistance (miscellaneous
administrative procedures, guidance to legal
aid, support to access specially equipped
medical facilities), and, of course, with a psychological support, indispensable in situations of economic or moral weakness.

tHe Paul Milliet foundation
In 2015, the Foundation granted 18 as a charity from the beginning – has, for in particular for their stays in two institu- of the screenwriter, henri Jeanson), from
allowances amounting to a total of nearly 50 years, run a resting and retire- tions to which it has special access. lat- the income from investments, and from
€74,845, i.e. an average amount of €4,158. ment residence open to authors, located terly thanks to the widening of the original the donations it receives thanks to the
Founded in 1926 as the result of a legacy in le Rondon, near olivet (loiret county). statutes approved in 2014 by the Council generosity of authors.
to SACD by the librettist paul Milliet From the 80s until very recently, the of State, the Foundation can act to the
(1848-1924), to create a foundation Foundation only acted through grants or beneﬁt of authors facing any adversity.
intended to help elderly and ill authors, fee payments to the beneﬁt of authors Its resources result from the authors’
the paul Milliet Foundation – recognised suffering issues related to age and illness, rights inherited (nowadays mainly those
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a Strong Commitment
to Cultural vitality
the cultural action of SACD supports contemporary creation thanks to the 25% part from private copy collection on blank
recording media. SACD brings in addition, voluntary allocations to promote the development of numerous projects, their
broadcast and the training of the authors. these actions are also categorised as part of the commitment towards cultural
diversity.
After the major back-payments for private copy received in 2013, which generated in 2014 a sharp rise in resources allocated
to cultural action, the level of payments received in 2014 strongly decreased (-32%), which explains the lower amount allocated in 2015, and the return to a more standard level in the concerned resources.

Key nuMBeRS FoR CultuRAl ACtIon In 2015
overall budget:

€4.89M
decreasing by 12.1%
compared to 2014

of which:
• €3.92M legal allocations
• €0.97M voluntary allocations

uSe oF AVAIlABle AMountS:
- direct costs (grants, partnerships, etc.): €4.15M
of which:
general actions not assigned to a repertoire: €2.1M
actions by repertoire: €2.05M
- contribution to administrative costs: €0.73M

Partnerships:

310
i.e. 10% more than in
2014

• 130 for the performing arts
• 72 for the audiovisual sector
• 6 partnerships “multi-sectoral”
• 102 as part of the fund to aid creation:

detail on tHe creation suPPort fund
comedy /one-man show fund

9 grants

translation fund

9 grants

web series fund

21 grants

theatre fund

13 grants

stage Music fund

11 grants

opera creation fund

16 grants

street writing

6 grants

authors in spaces

9 grants

circus Process

8 grants

(3 exploratory, 3 writing, et 3 broadcast)

(3 cartoon projects, 18 fiction projects)
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the CultuRAl ACtIon BuDGet
the SACD overall budget for cultural action in 2015 is €4,885,602, decreasing by 12.1% compared to 2014 (cf. appendices).
the cultural action budgets are based on the sums received the previous year. As a consequence, the fall in the amount
received from private copy in 2014 impacts on the budget for 2015. the rise recorded in 2015 will impact in the 2016
budget.
tHe resources in tHis budget break down as follows:
leGAl AlloCAtIonS

€3,917,017

Audiovisual private copy (art l321- 9 of the CpI)

1,983,430€ (1)

Audio private copying (art l 321- 9 of the CpI)

515,405€ (2)

Indivisible rights (art l 321-9 of the CpI)

575,836€ (3)

Financial income

54,346€ (4)

Surplus from previous years

788,000€ (5)

VoluntARy AlloCAtIonS

968,585€

total

4,885,602€

Legal allocations correspond to defined assets stricto sensu
according to article L 321-9 of the law on Intellectual Property
(items 1, 2 and 3 above), to which – with the assent of the Professional Consultative Committee of the of Collections and Distribution Societies – we add: a proportion from the financial products (item 4) and the residues from previous years (item 5).
As for voluntary allocations, the assets freely allocated by SACD
to finance its cultural action incorporate: a proportion of indivisible
rights from private audio copying, the whole of the distributable
share from private copying from digital sources collected in the
previous year, and the miscellaneous profits made by ticket
receipts during the performance of shows SACD produced in
various festivals.

the AlloCAtIon oF AVAIlABle AMountS FoR 2015
Directing its cultural action so as to prioritise projects which promote creation and broadcasting of contemporary Frenchspeaking dramatic works, in a variety of forms (musical, choreographic, scenographic, audiovisual and interactive), SACD
has – as in previous years – devoted the available sums as part of its cultural action budget to fund allowances for cultural
action (€4.1M) and partially towards funding the administrative costs of its cultural action (€0.7M).

out of the €4,152,000 of direct grants:
• the amount of €2,101,100 was assigned to
actions not related to a particular discipline
as detailed:

SACD prize
Devolved regional action
international actions
Beaumarchais subsidy
ARp
Belgium Cultural Action
Canada Cultural Action
SACD Fund
Response Fund
“Interdisciplinary performing Arts” cultural
action “Interdisciplinary pA + AV” cultural action
Cultural Action: training for authors
Strategy
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€24,000

€60,000

€60,000

€900,000

• the remainder, i.e. the sum of €2,050,900,
is allocated to action ascribed to particular
disciplines of SACD, and divided as follows:

theatre
Dance
Music
Radio

€102,206

television

€26,000

Interactive creation

€165,000

€195,000

€130,494

€110,000

€116,000

€112,400

€100,000

Cinema

Cartoons
circus arts
street arts

€449,200

€69,700

€359,400
€32,400

€548,100

€227,700
€40,000

€141,500

€89,600

€93,300
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IConIC eVentS, FunDS AnD SuppoRt
the cultural action of SACD revolves around:
- large-scale projects, directly managed by SACD, with, since 2005,
mainly the progressive implementation of a number of Funds to
support creation. the Funds are allocated by committees of professionals non-related to SACD. At the moment, the existing Funds
are the following ones: theatre, Comedy – one-man-show, Stage
music, Web Series, lyric creation, Music creation. SACD’s cultural
action teams support each project individually. other projects such
as “ecrire pour la rue” and “Auteurs d’espaces”, for example, in the
street arts sector;
- support to festivals in all its repertoires: Avignon Off, Fiction TV at
la Rochelle, Série Mania at the Forum des Images, Totally Serialized,
Longueur d’Onde, June events, the FIPA, Les Francophonies en Limousin, Quai du Polar, Haute tension, Festival Petits et Grands, Séries
Series, Festival Lumière, etc.
- co-productions with festivals: the Sujets à Vif with the Festival of
Avignon (every year eight original multidisciplinary works), Auteurs
d’espaces, L’objet des Mots (with Actoral), Processus Cirque with
the Fratellini Academy.

- professional meetings or actions to enhance authors: Mots en
Scène, Les pitches, les Rendez-vous du Conservatoire, Voix d’auteurs, etc.
- training events;
- events to promote works and authors on the international stage:
Jeunes Talents Cirque, the Moisson des traductions, Festival du
Jamais Lu in Canada);
- opening up to new media and new writing formats (the #transmédia grant, Cross video Days, Paris Courts Devant and its transmedia
Factory, I love transmédia, Marseille Web Fest, Web program Festival, SACD-youtube Academy, etc.);
- Individual support to authors via the Beaumarchais-SACD Association;
- Various events to support creation: the Film Favourites of the Cinema committee, the tV Favourites, the Radio Favourites.
Grants and allowances, allocated by the cover all the disciplines
managed by SACD: theatre, music, dance, stage direction, circus
arts, street arts, comedy, cinema, television, cartoon, radio, multimedia / interactive creation.

AuthoRS In the heARt oF WRItInG
avignon 2015: Baptiste lecaplain, françois rollin, océanerosemarie, angelin Prejlocaj, alain Badiou and Christian Schiaretti, Julie gayet,
les intrépides.
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pRIZeS In 2015
GRAnD pRIX : JeAn - pAul RAppeneAu
euRopeAn pRIZe : eMMA DAnte
CIneMA pRIZe : SólVeIG AnSpACh
neW CIneMA tAlent pRIZe ( JoInt ): JeAnne heRRy & thoMAS CAIlley
SuZAnne BlAnChett pRIZe : MARIne VACth
AWARDeD to A younG ACtReSS StARtInG A pRoMISInG CIneMA CAReeR
tV DIReCtoR pRIZe : DenIS MAlleVAl
tV SCReenWRIteR pRIZe : Anne lAnDoIS
neW tV tAlent pRIZe : MAGAly RIChARD - SeRRAno
CARtoon pRIZe : DAVID AlAuX, éRIC toStI & JeAn - FRAnçoIS toStI
neW CARtoon tAlent pRIZe : JulIen BeRJeAut
InteRACtIVe CReAtIon pRIZe : ClAIRe BARDAInne & ADRIen MonDot
RADIo pRIZe : CARolIne De KeRGARIou
neW RADIo tAlent pRIZe : FRAnçoIS péRAChe
theAtRe pRIZe ( JoInt ): éRIC ASSouS & DAVID leSCot
neW theAtRe tAlent pRIZe : pAulIne BuReAu
StAGe DIReCtIon pRIZe : eMMAnuel DeMARCy- MotA
tRAnSlAtIon / ADAptAtIon pRIZe : GéRAlD AuBeRt
CoMeDy / one - MAn - ShoW pRIZe : FloRenCe FoReStI
neW CoMeDy / one - MAn - ShoW tAlent pRIZe : KeV ADAMS
CIRCuS ARtS pRIZe : elSA De WItte & lAuRent CABRol
StReet ARtS pRIZe : tARtAR ( e )
ChoReoGRAphy pRIZe : RoByn oRlIn
neW ChoReoGRAphy tAlent pRIZe : KAoRI Ito
MuSIC pRIZe : thIeRRy eSCAICh
neW MuSIC tAlent pRIZe : CoRAlIe FAyolle
beauMarcHais Medals :
Marie-thérèse allier, claude coret, bernard foccroulle, francis nani & viviane reding
in honour of those who work for authors and creation.
henri Jeanson prize: Xavier Giannoli
SACD prize at Critics’ Week at Cannes Film Festival (cinema, feature film): la tierra y la sombra de César Augusto Acevedo
SACD prize at Quinzaine des Réalisateurs at the Cannes Film Festival (cinema, feature film):
trois Souvenirs de ma Jeunesse by Arnaud Desplechin, screenplay and dialogue by Arnaud Desplechin & Julie peyr
SACD prize for the best first work of fiction in French at the Festival of Clermont-Ferrand (cinema, short):
Chabname Zariab, author of the film Au Bruit des Clochettes
SACD prize for the best French-speaking cartoon film at the Festival of Clermont-Ferrand (cartoon, short):
Céline Devaux, author of the film le Repas Dominical
SACD prize for short films at the Festival of Annecy (cartoon):
Celui qui Domptait les nuages, directed by Julie Rembauville and written by nicolas Bianco-levrin
SACD prize in the multimedia category at the Festival of Annecy (cartoon):
Dégolas le petit elfe des Bois, by Claire Grimond (screenplay) & Jérémy Guiter (screenplay, direction, graphics)
SACD prize for French-speaking playwriting at the Francophonies in limousin (theatre):
Danserault by Jonathan Bernier
Prizes suPPorted by sacd
plaisir du théâtre-Marcel nahmias prize: Joël pommerat
Jean-Jacques Gautier prize: pauline Cheviller
Fondation J.M. Bajen prize for new authors: yves Barbara
les Cent livres-emmanuelle Marie prize: Compagnie pAQ’lA lune (nantes) directed by Christophe Chauvet
Author’s performance: emilie Chertier

tHe beauMarcHais association - sacd
and the organisation a peripatetic resi- son des Auteurs de la SACD) to make the grant to a residency.
dency for all the authors in regional inno- new authors supported by Beaumarchais • collaboration to a competition: eStRAn
vation centres (pictanovo in the north, better known.

(a regional unique project of its kind aim-

Cap Digital in Ile-de-France, primi in paca • support to 14 translations (theatre, cir- ing to support the emergence of young
2015 subsidy: €900,000

and Imaginove in Rhône Alpes).

cus and cinema).

authors as well as the development of

Founded in 1988, the Beaumarchais - • around 50 co-productions (around 40 • support to 11 publications (theatre, ﬁrst short ﬁlm projects in Brittany)
SACD Association has been chaired by in performing arts and around 10 in audio- dance, opera, circus, street arts)

• continued international action with var-

Jacques De Decker since 2001. It is visual works)

• support to around 20 residencies

ious partners from a number of coun-

directed by Corinne Bernard. the activity • the co-production of 10 short ﬁlms.

• 11 prizes, in French-speaking theatre tries: Germany, england, Belgium, Spain,

of “Beaumarchais” in 2015 included:

• support to around 10 authors as part of (etC Caraïbes), in dance (Incandes- Guinea, etc.

*102 grants for writing (out of 2,000 the cycles of play readings (the Met, cences and hip-hop at the CCn of
requests) in SACD’s disciplines.

théâtre du Balcon, Soirées d’été en Créteil), in cinema and cross-media (tIu)

* 7 projects/18 authors supported with lubéron, Festival le paris des Femmes, • the renewal of the RFI prize, partnership
the orange /Innovative formats Grant lundis en Coulisses, théâtre ouvert, Mai- as part of which Beaumarchais allocates
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CloSe-up to younG CReAtoRS

For its third edition, the SACD-youtube Academy was a meeting
place for native web authors as well as comedy writers coming from
stages or audiovisual works for the Academy Awards followed by a
conference on digital creation organised by the Academy and the
hamac Festival.
the jury chaired by Anne Roumanoff and composed by
océanerosemarie, Alain Kappauf and Maxime potherat, awarded its
Grand prix prize to: Vannes Anonymes by Quentin thiriau and
Amaury Magne.
the jury also rewarded the 4 other videos selected:
• Best screenplay: jointly the videos La Levrette romantique by
eléonore Coste and Fais-moi confiance by Justine le pottier, each
video receiving 1,500 euros.
• Special awards to: Moussa III by Anthony lemaître, for its sensitivity;
and L'Arche de Noé, du côté des lombrics - Albert De Terre by Baptiste lebert, yuiko lebert and Kosuke Awane, for originality.

For 6 years now, the orange / Innovative Formats Grants has supported the development of transmedia projects. It has
been renamed the #transmedia Grant in 2015. Started in 2009 by orange and the Beaumarchais-SACD Association, this
grant aims at enabling supported authors to fully focus on the writing of projects meant to appear on several platforms at
the same time.
prizewinners in 2015 are:
• La 4e Planète by titouan Bordeau, François Boulard, Jean Bouthors and nicolas Georget
• L'Archipel Artificiel by Jérémie Bonheure, Alice lepetit and Fairouz M’Silti
• Chez Simone by Alwa Deluze, perrine lottier and tiffany Martin
• La Chouette à Lunettes by léna Mazilu
• Kestuf' by François Dufour and Jefﬁg le Bars
• Lucas Legacy by Matthieu Modoloni, Benjamin nuel and Baptiste Schweitzer
• Les Naufragés by Anaïs Dombret and Sylvain pioutaz
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an artist at scHool, 4tH edition
private copy also funds transversal activities of culture the project, in partnership with the Ministry of national mission of knowledge while ﬁghting social intimidation
and artistic education spread such as An Artist at education and the Ministry of Culture, starts from one as today culture still has too often an elitist, distant and
School, a project conceived by SACD and taken up by simple idea: take creators back to their former primary remote image; to teach about artistic approaches and
l’Association de la Culture avec la Copie Privée. Since or secondary school to meet today’s pupils, to talk to professions by explaining to children a personal career
the ﬁrst edition in 2012, about 60 authors, artistes, or them about their career, and confront their culture. path; to enrich the link between students and schools
producers from audiovisual, performing arts, music, More than one thousand students took part in the fourth and to set up an artistic and educational project involvwritten works and graphic arts sectors have taken part edition of An Artist at School.

ing the artist via visual materials.

in the operation.

the 2015 edition was sponsored by the ﬁlm-maker
the four great objectives of the project come into Mohamed hamidi. philippe Faucon sponsored the 2016

© SACD

greater focus with each edition: to promote the trans- edition.

Jacques audiard

Xavier giannoli and Jean Becker

the CéSARS AWARD
DInneR
Since 2015, SACD grings together in its
salons the directors and screenwriters
of the ﬁlms nominated for César
awards to encourage professional discussion and discoveries over a dinner:
the dinner of the authors. until then,
only the producers were invited to
meet up as part of the César awards. It
was up to SACD to put that right.

emmanuelle Bercot and marcia romano
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la SaCD, une SoCiété trèS Contrôlée

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

CONTROLS

CONTROLS

THE
BOARD

1

THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

2

THE BUDGET CONTROL
COMMITTEE

3

THE COMMUNICATION
RIGHTS COMMITTEE

4

THE
AUDITOR
THE PERMANENT
SUPERVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR CMOs
(Charities)
THE MINISTRY
OF CULTURE
(STATUTES & RATES)

In addition, as required by the provisions of the French Code of literary and Artistic property, SACD – as all CMos – passes each
year to the Ministry of Culture and Communication on its annual accounts and the reports thereto related, and also submits –prior
to approval by the general assembly- any projects to modify its statutes or rules of collections and distribution of rights.
Similarly, the Society sends each year its annual accounts and the reports thereto related to the Chairs of the Committees of
Cultural Affairs of the French national Assembly and of the Senate.

the rePort of the Permanent Committee on CmoS
In 2015, the permanent Supervisory Committee for CMos performed its biennial
analysis of the trends in income streams and
rates of CMos in 2013 and 2014.

the Committee also examined rights collections over the 2009-2014 period. It noted
that despite an “intersocietal” system which
was found “complex”, the stream of rights
suffered little from late or failed payments,
observing the overall control of administra- and that the means of recovery impletive costs by CMos, at around 15% of collec- mented by the CMos were in general effections, the Committee deplored the inﬂated tive.
cash situation of some societies and invited
them to lower them to the equivalent of one the Committee also highlighted that tradiyear’s collections, SACD not being involved tional audiovisual media remained the most
in this criticism. the net administration costs important contributors (in amount of rights
of SACD were settled for 2015 at 15% of col- paid), followed by locations using recorded
music, then by performing arts organisers,
lections.
and that – despite their serious growth –
In addition, the Committee, noting the het- “internet” contributors did not represent a
erogeneous treatment processes by CMos signiﬁcant part of collections yet.
with regard to certain local ﬁscal contributions, expressed the wish that the authorities Finally, while noting that CMos were good at
clarify the situation by detailing the regime identifying the contributors of several rights,
which should be applied, particularly as con- who, themselves, had a good reciprocal
cerns the Cet (contribution économique understanding of the legal foundation and
the breakdown of collections, the Committerritoriale).

tee observed a mismatch between the speed
of technological development and modes of
consumption of certain cultural goods and
the evolution speed of legal responses to be
made thereto, both from the legislature and
from the regulatory bodies.
on these issues, no particular mention or
observation was made concerning SACD.
the general report generated by these two
inquiries, published in mid-May 2016, constitutes the 13th annual report of the permanent Committee. It can be found in full version on the Society’s site (www.SACD.fr)
along with the remarks of the societies.
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Appendices
StatiStiCS on ColleCtionS anD DiStriButionS

ColleCtIonS (BeFoRe tAX ) 2015

collections

deductions sacd froM collections
Special
payment

CCSA*

SACD Deduction

Rights to
be distributed

Amounts collected

Variation 15/14

PerforMing arts

69,849,154.21

+4.15%

7,980,031.41

61,869,122.80

france

60,467,477.93

+4.60%

7,674,988.13

52,792,489.80

Paris

22,090,141.57

+7.95%

1,953,231.16

20,136,910.41

Province

38,377,336.36

+2.76%

5,721,756.97

32,655,579.39

direct collection countries

3,570,114.15

+5.89%

305,043.28

3,265,070.87

belgium

3,204,602.06

+6.53%

305,043.28

2,899,558.78

canada

365,512.09

+0.62%

0.00

365,512.09

abroad

5,805,819.61

-1.20%

0.00

5,805,819.61

graphic editions

5,742.52

-40.06%

0.00

5,742.52

audiovisual

151,683,583.36

+1.81%

732,408.14

11,853,854.83

139,097,320.39

france

128,288,900.02

+2.75%

614,673.75

10,147,254.03

117,526,972.24

Private copy

13,655,840.93

+28.40%

52,341.99

913,883.01

12,689,615.93

542,428.80

8,811,455.93

98,247,772.50

general contracts

107,601,657.23

+0.19%

individual contracts

2,183,054.26

-1.81%

video + new media contracts

4,848,347.60

+5.18%

19,902.96

421,915.09

4,406,529.55

direct collection countries

12,030,265.61

-17.63%

60,060.87

1,065,205.99

10,904,998.75

belgium

10,230,537.67

-21.72%

49,660.32

884,447.85

9,296,429.50

canada

1,799,727.94

+17.18%

10,400.55

180,758.13

1,608,569.26

abroad

11,364,417.73

+19.28%

57,673.52

641,394.81

10,665,349.40
400,688.96

2,183,054.26

written works

415,773.37

-32.46%

859.71

14,224.70

copyrights france

111,588.44

-72.18%

859.71

14,224.70

copyrights belgium

304,184.93

+41.86%

grand total

221,948,510.94

+2.43%

7,980,031.41

CCSA*: Contribution for social and administrative purposes, paid in addition to the rights by performing arts promoters.
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96,504.03
304,184.93

733,267.85

11,868,079.53

201,367,132.15
(Data expressed in euros)
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InDIVIDuAl DIStRIButIonS oF RIGhtS In 2015

distributions
Rights distributed

deductions sacd froM distributions

Variation 15/14

Special payment

Deduction SACD

net rights

PerforMing arts

63 119 668,10

+ 5,26 %

305 048,40

5 022 028,24

57 792 591,46

france

53 322 356,59

+ 5,58 %

258 158,05

4 350 301,84

48 713 896,70

Paris

20 256 802,29

+ 8,58 %

95 506,59

993 328,51

19 167 967,19

Province

33 065 554,30

+ 3,82 %

162 651,46

3 356 973,33

29 545 929,51

direct involvement countries

3 334 483,74

+ 7,87 %

14 988,29

295 704,96

3 023 790,49

belgium

2 950 492,83

+ 7,17 %

14 490,68

285 302,07

2 650 700,08

canada

383 990,91

+ 13,59 %

497,61

10 402,89

373 090,41

abroad

6 458 523,80

+ 1,59 %

31 881,21

375 789,38

6 050 853,21

graphic editions

4 303,97

- 53,95 %

20,85

232,06

4 051,06

audiovisual

160 971 038,00

+ 9,59 %

18 647,66

153 542,91

160 798 847,42

france

132 723 975,41

+ 10,02 %

18 647,66

153 542,91

132 551 784,84

Private copy

8 037 231,15

- 14,67 %

0,00

0,00

8 037 231,15

general contracts

118 451 670,63

+ 12,49 %

0,00

0,00

118 451 670,63

individual contracts

1 888 946,73

- 12,06 %

18 647,66

153 542,91

1 716 756,16

video + new media contracts

4 346 126,90

+ 15,23 %

0,00

0,00

4 346 126,90

direct involvement countries

15 523 461,72

+ 30,86 %

0,00

0,00

15 523 461,72

belgium

13 430 826,06

+ 29,89 %

0,00

0,00

13 430 826,06

canada

2 092 635,66

+ 37,47 %

0,00

0,00

2 092 635,66

abroad

12 723 600,87

- 11,50 %

0,00

0,00

12 723 600,87
276 290,22

written works

287 713,68

+ 33,80 %

0,00

11 423,46

copyrights france

2 058,38

ns

0,00

0,00

2 058,38

copyrights belgium

285 655,30

+ 32,84 %

0,00

11 423,46

274 231,84

grand total

224 378 419,78

+ 8,37 %

323 696,06

5 186 994,61

218 867 729,10
(Data expressed in euros)
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Profit anD loSS Statement for 2015

eXpenSeS

eXercice 2015
i - oPerating eXPenses
a – PurcHases and eXternal eXPenses
b - taXes
c – Personnel eXPenses

eXercice 2014

42,318,888

47,381,452

11,732,901

11,521,530

897,584

784,489

18,955,009

salaries

22,245,209

10,820,844

11,975,127

social contributions

5,184,790

5,603,418

Miscellaneous expenses

1,224,659

3,085,083

brussels delegation

1,724,716

d - otHer oPerating eXPenses

1,581,581

8,684,488

a) social action authors expenses
supplementary beneﬁts allowances
other social expenses

9,266,734

3,713,467

3,490,761

3,369,900

3,207,542

343,567

283,219

4,885,602

5,555,910

allocated from statutory resources

3,917,017

4,640,216

allocated from voluntary resources

968,585

915,694

b) cultural action expenses

c) other operating expenses

85,419

e - dePreciation
f - Provisions
ii - financial eXPenses
bank interest
exchange losses

220,063

1,457,385

1,309,652

591,520

2,253,837

154,745

85,865

6

517

1,526

6,837

98,868

0

costs for disposal of equities

0

0

Provision for depreciation of equities and related receivables eceivables

0

0

provision for ﬁnancial costs

0

0

54,346

78,511

costs for disposal of securities

Proportion of ﬁnancial products related to cultural action
iii - eXcePtional eXPenses

124,733

119,178

iv - Profit-sHaring

460,951

308,572

total eXPenses (i + ii + iii +iv)

43,059,318

47,895,067

Profit (loss) of tHe Period

47,122

11,966

grand total

43,106,439

47,907,033

43,106,439.32

47,907,032.76

total with cents:
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InCoMe

year 2015
i - oPerating incoMe

year 2014
40,513,942

a - recovery and re-invoicing of eXPenses

42,578,234

733,602

recovery of cultural action operating expenses
b - deductions on rigHts

732,210
732,210

733,602

22,714,176

deductions on performing arts
deductions on audiovisual
deductions on written works (copy)
deductions on miscellaneous rights
deductions on side collections

24,188,178

5,327,077

5,758,528

12,758,454

13,973,681

26,508

29,313

0

0

4,602,138

4,426,657

c - otHer oPerating incoMe

15,700,275

15,176,532

a) income from daily administration

1,136,418

926,413

b) Miscellaneous income

9,678,255

8,694,209

- income allocated to supplementary beneﬁts (ring-fenced)

3,369,900

3,207,542

- other income

6,308,354

5,486,667

c) cultural action income

4,885,602

5,555,910

- statutory portion

3,917,017

4,640,216

- voluntary portion

968,585

d - reversals of Provisions

915,694

1,365,890
ii - financial incoMe

loans interest

2,481,314

2,577,455

5,321,285
11,372

9,641

income from receivables

57,148

74,587

revenues from securities

2,393,111

2,103,328

658

258

0

0

0

1,901,794

exchange proﬁts
net gain on disposal of equities
net gain on disposal of securities:
- on f.c.p. sacd investment
- on other securities

116,897

1,229,946

reversal of provisions for depreciation on equity securities and related

0

0

reversal of provisions for ﬁnancial costs

0

0

iii - iii – eXcePtional incoMecosts

15,042

7,513

grand total (i + ii + iii)

43,106,439

47,907,033

43,106,439.32

47,907,032.76

total with cents:
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BalanCe Sheet aS at DeCemBer 31St, 2015
as at deceMber 31st, 2015

ASSetS

Depreciation.
or, provision

Gross value

intangible assets
software licences
tangible assets

year 2014

Net,value

Net,value

6,105,526

5,165,477

940,050

1,626,490

6,105,526

5,165,477

940,050

1,626,490

20,472,345

11,414,433

9,057,912

5,049,276

1,784,131

1,173,095

12,284

14,223

buildings:
a) land

1,784,131

b) Plantations

19,388

c) landscaping and maintenance
d) buildings

7,104

45,544

17,270

28,274

30,552

5,947,190

2,453,936

3,493,254

1,357,209

e) façade

2,101,073

975,324

1,125,749

609,495

f) buildings facilities

4,253,994

2,894,888

1,359,106

721,770

g) ofﬁces facilities

2,197,082

1,707,390

489,692

433,556

h) technical facilities

1,624,122

1,361,541

262,582

336,880

a) transport equipment

95,025

63,248

31,777

54,027

b) computer equipment

other tangible assets:
1,044,564

688,706

355,859

167,997

c) ofﬁce equipment

368,189

329,102

39,086

58,259

d) ofﬁce furniture

974,450

898,330

76,119

92,215

17,592

17,592

0

0

e) other tangible goods
fiXed assets under ProcureMent

1,497,772

financial assets

6,060,182

equities and securities

1,497,772

340,549

163,673

5,896,510

5,720,067

189,142

198,142

163,673

4,685,461

4,515,535

941,924

941,924

932,824

79,983

79,983

73,567

189,142

receivables from securities

4,849,134

loans
deposits and sureties

34,135,826

16,743,582

17,392,244

12,736,382

39,321,553

618,531

38,703,023

44,883,366

2,104,620

510,770

1,593,850

2,678,945

total i - fiXed assets
receivables
receivables from authors
advanced payments on account payables
receivables from customers
receivables from staff
receivables from state and social organisations
receivables from professional institutions

3,265

23,388

32,366,072

32,366,072

30,267,590

7,544

7,544

9,031

679,715

679,715

388,825

5,780

5,780

5,780

4,046,796

11,509,807

77,601,586

77,601,586

83,096,264

17,662,397

17,662,397

25,097,293

- fcP sacd investment

30,800,735

30,800,735

30,800,735

- other diversiﬁed short term

28,978,162

28,978,162

27,043,143

other accounts receivables

4,154,557

securities
Market funds “ monetary “
Market funds “diversiﬁed”:

3,265

Market funds shares
social fund
shares on deposit

107,761

0

0

0

50

50

50

160,242

115,164,909
terM dePosits and negotiable credit instruMents
available casH funds

160,242

155,043

1,018,791

114,146,119

117,515,607

8,383,539

11,764,770

1,637,321

238,834,266

257,260,007

379,160

321,813

8,383,539
240,471,588

total ii - current assets
Prepaid expenses

379,160

deferred charges

0

0

0

total iii - accruals and deferred incoMe

379,160

379,160

321,813

grand total (i + ii + iii)

274,986,574

256,605,671

270,318,202

total balance with cent:
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256,605,670.71
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lIABIlItIeS
as at deceMber 31st, 2015
sHare caPital
balance carried forward
Period Profit/(loss)
total i - eQuity
Provisions for social coMMitMents

as at deceMber 31st, 2014

2,244,647

2,174,479

358,843

346,876

47,122

11,966

2,650,611

2,533,321

6,559,290

Provision for staff pensions

3,219,569

Provision for work awards
Provision for retirement allowances

6,675,836
3,429,217

209,475

209,700

3,130,246

3,036,919

Provisions for legal costs

4,072,718

Provisions for social action
total ii - Provisions
accounts Payables

4,667,585

379,657

251,690

11,011,665

11,595,111

242,815,645

received deposits and guarantees

3,145

loans and bank loans
accounts payable to suppliers
accounts payable to staff
accounts payable to state and social organisations
other accounts payable

256,009,794
3,946

677,049

283,885

4,013,768

2,602,845

2,425,364

2,092,312

10,770,501

10,966,105

2,168,470

2,395,683

accounts payable to authors

57,137,738

57,653,603

donations payable to authors

4,527,953

3,872,820

908,533

1,267,465

accounts payable to Professional institutions
audiovisual rights payables

108,247,942

122,389,121

authors’ rights to be distributed

1,595,598

7,590,405

Private copy rights – authors’ share

8,499,826

7,158,645

Private copy rights - cultural action share

4,667,510

3,470,220

692,206

692,206

written rights (france) to be distributed
rights from belgium awaiting assignment:
audiovisual

35,480,689

32,944,217

Performing arts

885,319

530,863

copying, loan…

114,034

95,454

242,815,645

256,009,794

127,751

179,976

127,751

179,976

256,605,671

270,318,202

256,605,670.71

270,318,202.31

total iii - accounts Payable
notified Profits
total iv - accruals and deferred incoMe
grand total (i + ii + iii + iv)
total balance with cent:
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DetailS aBout Cultural anD SoCial aCtivitieS

DetAIlS oF otheR SoCIAl eXpenSeS

Period
2015
otHer social eXPenses
otHer social eXPenses
donations, solidarity fund
otHer solidarity eXPenses

343,567

293,219

293,307

229,207

293,307

229,207

50,260

54,012

6,290

9,542

41,470

41,470

funeral honours
death beneﬁts (support)

Period
2014

donations, social grants
Prizes, legacies

0

0

2,500

3,000

DetAIlS oF ReSouRCeS ASSIGneD
to SuppleMentARy BeneFItS
year
2015
resources assigned for suPPleMentary benefits

year
2014

3,369,900

3,207,542

2,072,457

2,016,505

Public domain radio television

227,224

127,187

loan from unprotected repertoire

207,814

155,056

rights from the community of authors

862,405

908,794

ccsa (contribution for social and administrative purposes)
collections originated from public domain works
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DetAIlS oF eXpenSeS AnD InCoMe
oF CultuRAl ACtIon

Period
2015

Period
2014

eXPenses of cultural action

4,885,602

5,555,910

eXPenses allocated froM statutory resources

3,917,017

4,640,216

3,183,415

3,908,006

creation allowances

576,403

445,012

broadcast allowances

420,148

795,859

direct expenses

training allowances

157,621

392,031

2,029,243

2,275,104

733,602

732,210

968,585

915,694

creation allowances

175,376

104,272

broadcast allowances

127,834

186,480

Mixed allowances
operating expenses incumbent on cultural action

(proportion allocated to statutory income)

eXPenses allocated to voluntary assets
other direct costs

training allowances

47,958

91,858

617,417

533,085

4,885,602

5,555,910

3,917,017

4,640,216

1,983,430

2,984,555

audio private copy

515,405

588,974

indivisible rights (article 321-9 of the cPi*)

575,836

760,548

Mixed allowances
cultural action resources
statutory allocations
audiovisual private copy

financial income
balances carried forward from previous years
voluntary allocations
audio private copy distributable
Miscellaneous income
Private copy (text, image, other)

54,346

78,511

788,000

227,628

968,585

915,694

769,261

865,792

17,619

15,680

181,705

34,223
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organiSationS WhiCh have BenefiteD from alloWanCeS
for three ConSeCutive yearS (2013/2014/2015)
dance
uzès Danse
Rencontres chorégraphiques
de Seine-Saint-Denis
les hivernales
Festival June events
Festival C’est comme ça !
IADu (Initiatives d’Artistes en Danse urbaine)
la Danse de tous les Sens
extension sauvage
Art Danse Bourgogne
tHeatre
entr’actes
Fonds de soutien au théâtre privé
editions espace 34
Avignon Festival & Compagnie
Festival Actoral
les Mardis midis des textes libres présentés au théâtre 13
prix jeunes metteurs en scène « théâtre 13 »
Festival des francophonies
ecritures en partage
editions Quartett
Fonds SACD théâtre
Fonds SACD humour / one Man Show
le Conservatoire du Grand Avignon
Binôme/ le sens des mots
prix Collidram
Festival tAM tAM
performance d’auteur
les Journées de lyon des Auteurs de théâtre
Festival MIMeSIS
Festival Ambivalence(s)
Festival emergence(s)
les Francos
Karavan Karaïb
objectif diffusion
Mots en Scène
Music
Fonds de Création lyrique
Fonds de Création Musicale (FCM)
Fonds SACD Musique de Scène
Valorisation lyrique
Musique Française d’Aujourd’hui (MFA)
Académie nationale de l’opérette (AnAo)
Festival MuSICA
Atelier opéra en création – Festival d’Aix-en-provence
tous à l’opéra !
Festival Manifeste (IRCAM)
circus arts
Circus next / Jeunes talents Cirque europe
hautes tensions «(la Villette)
Festival mondial du Cirque de Demain
parcours thématiques / hors les Murs
street arts
Chalon dans la Rue
Festival international de théâtre de Rue d’Aurillac
ecrire pour la Rue
Auteurs d’espace
international
Scène/Bureau du théâtre à Berlin
Festival Crossing the line (new york)
Sala Beckett (Barcelone)
Atelier Grand nord
French Film Festival
Festival primeurs
Focus théâtre
Fonds Gulliver / Du côté des ondes (RtBF)
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television
Fonds SACD Fictions 2.0 / Fonds Web Séries
FIpA (Festival International de programmes Audiovisuels)
le Conservatoire européen d’ecriture Audiovisuelle (CeeA)
Festival International des Scénaristes (Bourges)
Festival de la Fiction télévisée (la Rochelle)
Festival Séries Mania
Festival des créations télévisuelles de luchon
Web program Festival
totally Serialized
la Maison des Scénaristes
les entretiens ﬁlmés de la Rochelle
Séries, Séries : les Rencontres de Fontainebleau
Web program Festival
Direct to series
cartoon
la poudrière
Festival d’un Jour
Fête du Cinéma d’Animation (AFCA)
Forum Cartoon
Festival International du Court Métrage de Clermont-Ferrand
Cartoon Movie
Festival International d’Animation d’Annecy
Festival Courts devant
Festival national du Film d’Animation
Cinéma des Cinéastes
un festival c’est trop court
Festival Croq’Anime
territoires cinématographiques (Festival d’Avignon)
Rencontres de l’Agraf
« les chemins de la création » / Abbaye de Fontevraud
cineMa
Agence du Cinéma Indépendant pour sa Diffusion (ACID)
Institut lumière
Cinéma des Cinéastes
la Quinzaine des Réalisateurs
Semaine Internationale de la Critique
Festival International du Court Métrage (Clermont-Ferrand)
Festival International des Scénaristes (Valence)
Festival premiers plans
Rencontres Cinématographiques de Dijon
emergence
Festival Grand lyon
Grand prix du meilleur scénariste
Festival du cinéma européen des Arcs
la Maison du Film court
les cinéastes invitent l’ami européen (ARp)
Myfrenchﬁlmfestival
Festival du ﬁlm court en plein air de Grenoble
De l’écrit à l’écran – Actes en Drôme
talents en Courts
la Maison des Scénaristes
l’Agence du court métrage
radio
Festival longueur d’ondes
Fonds Gulliver / Du côté des ondes (RtBF)
Ca va, ça va le monde (RFI)
interactive creation
I loVe tRAnSMeDIA
Web program Festival
Cross Video Days
actions not allocated to a Particular disciPline
Association Beaumarchais – SACD
interdisciPlinary
Sujets à Vif (Festival d’Avignon)
Voix d’auteurs (Radio France)
AFDAS (formation continue)
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general rePort
of the auDitor
Société des auteurs et Compositeurs Dramatiques (S.a.C.D.)
Siège Social : 11 bis rue Ballu – 75009 – PariS
Société Civile / n° Siren : 784 406 936

AuDItoR’S RepoRt
on the AnnuAl ACCountS
period ending on 12/31/2015
In pursuance of the task entrusted to us by your AGM we present our report on the year ending 31 December 2015 on:
- Scrutiny of the annual accounts of the Société des Auteurs et Compositeurs Dramatiques (S.A.C.D.) as attached
to this report
- the rationale of our appraisal
- the speciﬁc checks and information provided for by law.
the annual accounts were established by the Board of Directors. It is for us on the basis of our audit to express a
judgement about the accounts.

i – JudgeMent on tHe annual accounts
We performed our audit according to the professional standards which apply in France; these standards require
the implementation of diligences to reasonably ascertain that the annual accounts carry no signiﬁcant anomalies.
An audit consists in checking by sampling or other means of selection the elements constituting amounts and information featuring in the annual accounts. It also consists of assessing the accounting principles followed the signiﬁcant
estimates selected and the presentation of the accounts as a whole. In our view the elements we have collected
form a sufﬁcient and appropriate basis for our judgement.
We certify that the annual accounts are with regard to the rules and principles of French accounting regular and
honest and give a faithful picture of the results of the operations of the year gone by as well as of the ﬁnancial
situation and assets of the Society at the end of this year.

ii – rationale of tHe aPPraisal
In pursuance of the provisions of article l. 823-9 of the Code of Commerce relative to the rationale of our appraisal we
inform you that the appraisal we performed examined whether appropriate accounting principles had been applied.
the appraisal thus performed falls within the framework of our audit approach for annual accounts* taken as a
whole and thus contributed to the formation of our judgement expressed in the ﬁrst part of this report.
iii - sPecial verifications and inforMation
We also performed according to the professional standards which apply in France special veriﬁcations laid down in
the law.
We have no other observations to make on the honesty and concordance with the annual accounts of the information
provided in the administrative report of the Board of Directors and in the documents supplied to about the ﬁnancial
situation and the annual accounts.

Courbevoie, 15 April 2016
the Auditor

MAZARS / luc MARty
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Société des Auteurs et Compositeurs Dramatiques
11 bis, rue Ballu – 75442 paris cedex 09

WI S E D E SI G N ST UD IO

www.sacd.fr
facebook.com/sacd.fr
@sacdParis sur twitter

